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1 INTRODUCTION'

Manual flight control system design for fighter aircraft continues to be one of the

most demanding problems in the world of automatic control. it is the job of the

manual flight control system to provide a satisfactory dynamic response to pilot
-fie, ,'inputs. The problem is inherently multivariable, that. is, a controller must drive

multiple effectors based on information from multiple sensor and command inputs.

"Modern fighter aircraft dynamics generally have highly coupled dynamics that are

both uncertain and nonlinear.

In the case of such multivariable problems, the only efficient means of obtaining a

solution is to use multivariable control design techniques. Classical control

techniques that close a single feedback loop at a time are inefficient for designing

control systems for plants with multiple inputs and outputs and strong coupling

between the loops. Further, classical techniques do not address robustness in

multivariable systems adequately, as they only address stability margins in single

loops and neglect simultaneous perturbations in several loops. Multivariable control

techniques can provide an efficient means of finding control laws for complex systems

and make it straightforward to incorporate specific performance and robustness

requirements.

The magnitude of the manual flight contrl problem is driven by the nonlinear and
uncertain nature of aircraft dynamics. Linear models of these systems are only valid

for small regions about trim conditions. The conventional solution to this problem is

to perform point designs for a large set of trim conditions and then construct a gain

schedule by interpolating gains with respect to flight condition. This ad hoc procedure

is time consuming and expensive, but is well accepted and has yielded satisfactory

results for dozens of aircraft.

One advantage of classical controllers is that. they are straightforward to schedule

with flight condition because there is a clear meaning for each one of the gains or

dynamic filter elements. The use of inuitivari.ble control in full envelope flight control

law desi,-n is difficult because the resultant controllers are usually dynamic

Scompensators in state space form and ofte i are of high order. Such control laws are

extremely difficult to schedule with varying flight condition, as the elements ill the

II



state space description of the controller do not vary smoothly with flight condition,

and their relation to any particular parameter is not c6ear.

It is tempting to represent the variation in aircraft dynamics with flight

condition as a model uncertainty and design a single, fixed control law for a nominal
aircraft model. This would eliminate the need to schedule the controller with flight
condition. However, making the control law robust to all changes in the dynamics due0
to changes in flight condition would mean sacrificing performance. No single, fixed
control law will give maxinum performance across a wide flight envelope. In addition,
although the dynamics at a particular flight condition are usually uncertain to some
degree, there is usually a reasonable amount of information about how the flight
dynamics change as the operating condition of the vehicle changes. Some alternative
to representing the plant parameter variation as model uncertainty is required.

An obvious solution to this problem is to design constant gain multivariable

controllers whose elements can be scheduled with flight condition. This is a useful
alternative in some cases, although the number of techniques available for this are
somewhat limited, and in some cases these have restrictive assumptions on the
design model such as requiring state feedback. Furthermore, many of the most
powerful robust control design approaches, which account for modeling uncertainty

using frequency dependent bounds and guarantee robustness via the small gain
theorem, produce dynamic controllers. While it is becoming more straightforward to

obtain multivariable controllers for linear time invariant plants that meet specific
performance and robustness requirements, using multivariable control as a tool in
the overall design of a nonlinear system by individual point designs is still an issue.

Recently more attention has been given to applying a more mathematical basis to
the issue of gain scheduling flight control systems. In [1.1], the author transforms
plant dy•amics into a quasi-linear parameter varying fornm ni which dyna.mic '1"-1-"

on exogenous variables that are unknown but can be measured, This transformation

allows explicit gain scheduling relationships to be derived which preserve stability in
the presence of time varying plant parameters. In [1.2], the author describes a
systematic approach for automating gain schedule calculations. The approach
guarantees both stability and performance using structured singular value theory.

2
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There are a few examples of attempts to gain schedule multivariable controllers in

the literature. In [1.3], the authors designed H. control laws at four widely spaced
operating points for a pitch axis autopilot for a highly maneuverable missile. The

plant dynamics are defined as an explicit function of some parameters such as angle

of attack and dynamic pressure. The linear controllers at the different equilibrium

-"l points are interpolated depending upon the operating condition. Unfortunately,

describing the. aircraft dynamics as an explicit function of' all its parameters is not a
straightforward approach. In 11.41, the authors design H. controllers for a V/STOL

aircraft at discrete points and then switch between them based upon operating

condition. Finally, in 1.1.51 and [1.6], the authors design flight control laws for a test
aircraft using integral LQ regulators. The controllers fbund were constant gains plus

integrators, and were scheduled as a function of dynamic pressure.

An alternative to gain scheduling is to use control design methods which directly
". xA consider the nonlinear nature of the problem. Adaptive control has received much

attention recently and shows promise. Nonlinear dynamic inversion has been applied

successfully to a number of flight control problems [1.7, 1.8, 1.9 .

In this report, the problem of multivariable gain scheduling is addressed by

using an inner/outer loop control law structure that separates the issues of scheduling

the controller and designing control laws to meet specific performance and robustness

requirements. The inner loop consists of a control selector that transforms

generalized control commands into actual control effector commands and feedback
compensation that minimizes the relative error between the inner loop dynamics at
different flight conditions, Both the control selector and the inner loop feedback are

functions of flight condition. The idea is to use the inner loop to make changes in the

aircraft dynamics transparent to the outer loop. The outer loop consists of a fixed

dynamic compensator to meet the performance and robustness requirements of the
system.

- rTwo design examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the inner/outer

loop approach. Manual flight cor.rol systems are designed for the lateral/directional

axes of the VISTA F-16 test vehicle and for the longitudinal and lateral/directional
axes of a supermaneuverable lighter aircraft. These two vehicles bring out a number

of interesting flight control problems including effector limiting, thrust vectoring, and
redundant controls. Three different inner loop design approaches are used to explore
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equalization methods. Dynamic inversion is used for the F-16 inner loop design, a
reduced order H. method is used for the longitudinal supermaneuverable vehicle inner

Ai loop design, and eigenstructure assignment is used for the lateral/directional

supermaneuverable vehicle inner loop design. Flying qualities are built into each
design using an implicit model following ri-synthesis outer loop formulation. An ideal
model of the aircraft response which represents the desired flying qualities is included

in the synthesis model. The infinity norm of the transfer function from the command
input and the frequency weighted error between the ideal model response and the

actual model response is minimized. Performance and robustness analysis is

performed for wide ranges of operating conditions for each of' the designs. Nonlinear

simulation results are shown to demonstrate that the innrr/outer loop design

approach yields controllers that perform well in a highly dynamic and nonlinear

environment.

Chapter 2 of this document presents the basic technical background behind the

manual flight control problem and the theory used in the applications. Chapter 3
introduces the inner/outer loop robust control design methodology. Chapter 4 is a

detailed application of this methodology to the design of a lateratldirectional manual
flight control system for the VISTA F- 16 aircraft. Chapter 5 is a detailed application

of this methodology to a supermaneuverable F-18 manual flight control problem.

Chapter 6 is a conclusion which sums up the results and recommends future
research directions.
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2 TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

2.1 AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

The nonlinear equations of motion for an aircraft are derived using Newton's

Second Law of motion. That is, the total sum of all external forces acting on a body

must equal the time rate of change of linear momentum and the total sum of all
external moments acting on a body must equal the time rate of change of angular

momentum. Some critical assumptions necessary to simplify the derivation of the

aircraft equations of motion are: the aircraft is a rigid body, the mass of the aircraft

remains constant with time, and the earth provides a fixed inertial reference frame

[2.11. Fig. 2.1 shows the body axis forces, moments, angles, velocities, and rotational

rates necessary to describe the motion of'an aircraft.

%" North XE •"

rT

SP, 1 (. 0

Q,{ M

ZE •,- '

Fig. 2.1 Aircraft Axis System

The nonlinear equations ofi motion are made up of three translational and three

rotational equations. The translational equations of motion are:

mjiJ + QW RV + gsin 0] = X

m[ i + RU - PW - gcos 0 sin 4,] = Y (2.1)

mL* + PV - QU - gcos 0 Cos c(1] = Z

6
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The rotational equations of motion are:

PIX - RlXZ + QR1(lz l y) - PQIxz = L,

Qly + PR(Ix - 1z) - R2 Ixz + 1P2Ixz = M(2)

PRlZ - P~lxz + PQ(ly - Ix) + QRlxz = N

U, V, and W are the translational velocities, P, Q, and R are the rotational rates, ni is

the aircraft mass, Ix, 1y, 1z, and lxz are the moments of inertia, g is gravity, and X, Y,

Z, L, Al, and N are the external forces arid mornents due to the aerodynamics and

propulsion. Eqs. (2. 1) and (2.2) Completely describe the motion of an aircraft. The

Euler angles, 0, (t, and T, describe the orientation of the aircraft with respect to the

Earth.

P + Qtani0 sin 4 + R tan0 Cos (

0 Q cos 4)- R sin cI) (2.3)
R cos ( Q sin (I Cos 0 Cos0

(D is the roll angle, 0 is the pitch angle, aind T~ is the yaw angle [2.21.

2.1.1 TRIMMED EQUATIONS

A trimmed condition is a local equilibrium condition at which all of the linear and

rotational accelerations in eqIs. (2.1) and (2.2) are zero. Let the trimmed flight

condition be described as variables with zero subscripts. The general nonlinear trim

equations of motion are [2,2]

n4Q0 W0) - R0 V0 + g Sinl 0()i = Xý)
ln[R3) LI -l 0W'0 - gcos 00 sin (Do Y=

mn[P 0 V() - Q0 U0 - gcos Go co CO (24) Z(

Qo0oVlZ - 1y) - P-OQOIx:ý =- Lo
l13(R{)(x - Iý,) - 1ý2,,+ 1)01x M()
I., Ao(Iy - IX) + Qol~{)xZ= No
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While those equations allow for solutions with non-zero rotational rates and side
velocity, additional assumptions are usually applied to further simplify the trim

solution. The most common of these is straight and level, coordinated flight. In this

case eq. (2.4) simplifies to

mg sin 00 = XO

-mg cos (o sin40 = Yo
- mg cos 0 0 Cos (Oo= Zo (2.5)
0 =L
0 =M
0 = N0

That is, the available aerodynamic control surfaces, throttle controls, etc. must be

set to cancel the gravitational and aerodynamic forces and moments on the aircraft.

2.1.2 LONGITUDINAL LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The dynamics of a rigid aircraft are described by the six simultaneous nonlinear

equations as shown in eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). These equations can be programmed and

digitally integrated by a computer to simulate aircraft motion. Because most
analysis and design tools require a linear representation of a system, it is useful to

make some assumptions to linearize the aircraft equations of motion. The first step

is to break the six equations into two sets of simultaneous equitions, three

longitudinal and three lateralldirectional 2.1j.

To develop the longitudinal linear equations of motion it is assumed that the

aircraft is in straight and level unaccelerated flight. The only disturbances on the

system considered are external forces X and Z, and external moments M. These

disturbances on the equations of motion do not create any sideforce, Y, or any rolling

moment, L, or yawing moment, N. Roll rate, yaw rate, and side velocity remain

undisturbed so three of the equations can be neglected. The remaining equations are

simplified because V P = R = 1) = 0.

mtU + QW + gsinll 0 X
Al mIWV- QU - gcos(l = Z (2.6)

Qly M
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Fig. 2.2 shows the orientation of the longitudinal variables with respect to the aircraft
.Wand its total velocity vector, VT. The total angle of attack, 0xT, is equal to sin-l(;V-•).

Xr

.•.,-1, Q, M

VV'.

Fig. 2.2 Longitudinal Axis System

By assuming that the aircraft is in equilibrium, the total linear and angular velocities,

Euler angles, and the total external forces and moments can be written as the sum of

their equilibrium values and perturbational values.

U= UoL+u W=Wo+w
Q = Q(4 +q M = MO + dM (2.7)

X=Xo+dX -)=0-+()

If only small disturbances about the equilibrium point are considered, the product of

the perturiatio. al values can be assumed to be very small and negleci Ied Ite

angular values between the equilibrium and disturbed conditions are also assumed to

be small. By writing the equations in the stabilty axis, W0 can be set to zero. The

longitudina ibrce and moment equations in (2.6) can now be represented as

m[u + (gcosO )oOl = dX

I m[w - qUo + (g sin O0)0= dZ (2.8)

jly = dM

I .9



The equations in (2.8) are linear with respect to the, perturbational variables.

Continued development of the linear Ilongituddi nal equal ions ()f' mot.io)n invJolvs

expressing expanded representations of the external forces and moments in terns of'

the changes in them resulting from the perturbations in the linear and angular

velocities. In other words the partial derivatives of the forces and moments are taken
with respect to the perturbational variables. A detailed development, of these

equations can be found in 12.11 , 12.21, or [2.31. The resulting longitudinal linear

equations of motion can be expressed in state space forrn:

• Xu X, 0 -g Cos Go u X1 X'S... , 1u ,

*1 Zu Z, 4 -g/U0 sin O U Z 1 Z62 41 62.
+ (2.9)

q Mu( M(M 0 (1 MM, N1 ... N•6. .

0 0 1 0 0 0 () -1 J_

where a = cq - (•. X I, , Mq, etc. are longitudinal stability derivatives and X~j, Z2.

Ms,,, etc. are longitudinal control derivatives. The variables 61, 6.....n, are

changes in external control inputs such as elevator, flaps, amd thrust vectoring.

Typically, an open loop aircraft with a classical configuration operating in a

trimmed condition at a conventional flight condition will exhibit. two longitudinal modes

of motion: the short period and phugoid. The short. period mode is normally fast and

oscillatory and takes place at nearly constant speed. It is (lminated by angle of
attack and pitch rate response. The stability derivative M,, drives the natural

frequency of this mode, The t)hu1goid mode is normally slow, oscillatory, and lightly

damped and takes place at nearly constant angle of attack 12.31 For a manual flight

control system design problem, the short period is the prinmary nmode of interest

because it dominates the aircraft's response to pilot inputs. 'T'he phugoid mode is the
most important in autopilot designs.

Because the short, period mode is virtually decoupled from the speed and pitch

angle response of the aircraft, it is possible to reduce the model in eq. (2.9) to a second

order short period approximation.

10



](2.10)
MI Mq M81 ... M,81

This model provides an accurate measure of the aircraft's transient response to small

amplitude inputs over a short time frame (- 5 seconds). Because the primary focus

of this document is manual flight control system design, the phugoid approximation is

not described in detail here. The reader is referred to [2.1], [2.2] or [2.3].

S~2.1.3 LATERALDIRECTIONAL LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION
To develop the lateral/directional equations of motion, it is again assumed that the

"aircraft is in straight and level unaccelerated flight. Only disturbances on the

external force Y and external moments L and N are considered [2.1]. The three

equations used to derive the decoupled lateral equations of motion are:

mL[V + RU - PW - gcosCsinD] = Y

PIx - Aixz + QR(Iz - ly) - PQlxz = L (2.11)

ARI - Plxz + PQ(Iy - lx) + QRlxz = N

I Fig. 2.3 shows the orientation of the lateral/directional variables with respect to the

aircraft and its total velocity vector, VT. The angle of sideslip, [5, is equal to sin-l(w).

i Fig. 2.:3 Lateral Axis System
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The aircraft is assumed tG be in a straight and level equilibrium condition, so the total

linear and angular velocities, Euler angles, and the total external forces and moments

are represented as the sum of their equilibrium value and perturbational values.

P=P 0 +p R=R 0 +r
V = V0 + v Y=Y 0 + dY (2.12)

L = LO + dL N=No+dN
(D= 00o+¢ I = YO0 +y

Zero total pitch rate, Q, and zero equilibrium side velocity, Vo, can be assumed as a

consequence of a decoupled trim condition. The unaccelerated flight condition dictates

that equilibrium roll and yaw rates must. be zero, PC = R0 = 0. Small perturbations

about the trim condition are assumed, so the product of these perturbations is

neglected [2.1]. In the design of manual flight control systems for fighter aircraft,

angles of attack beyond what may be considered small muA;t often be addressed. In

order to more clearly express an angle of attack dependency, the translational

equation can be rewritten in tern.s of the stability axis variables sideslip and angle of

attack. To maintain decoupiing in the equations of motion, angle of attack is

assumed constant, (LT = ot0. The lateral force and moment equations in (2.12) cmn

now be expressed as

mUo[f + r cos o - p sin () " g/Uo cos@0 ] = dY

pIx- rIxz = dl, (2.13)

rlz - 1)Ixz = dN

The lateral equations in (2.13) are linear with respect to the perturbational variables.

They are shown here in a body axis system tc, show the ao dependence in the

IJ equation. Changes in expanded representations of the external forces and moments

resulting from perturbations in the linear anL angular lateral velocities must be

derived. Detailed derivations are given in [2.1] , [2.2], and [2.3]. The resulting

lateral/directional linear equations of motion can be expressed in state space form:

12



S[ Y 1 sin ao -cos Cx0 g/UO cos 00 Y8 1 Y8 2 ... Yr,- 81

Lp Lp LI. 0 p L 1 , L, 2 ... L6 m
K +2

• Ný3 NP Ni. 0 r N61 N62 ... N6,

L JiL_ 1 0 0 _ 0 0. 0 - 5 _ni
(2.14)

Yp, Ll, N,., etc. are the lateral stability derivatives and Y61, L82 , M81, etc. are the

lateral control derivatives. Note that Yp and Yr are assumed to be negligible.

The lateral/directional equations of motion are usually characterized by three

distinct modes of motion: a first order spiral mode, a first order roll mode, and a second
order Dutch roll mode. The spiral mode is dominated by bank and heading angle, 0 and

y, while sideslip, P, is small. It normally has a long time constant and may be slowly

divergent. In manual flight control system designs, the spiral mode is often neglected.

Bank and heading angle are trajectory states which should naturally evolve during

manuevering flight and therefore should not be regulated by the controller. These

states are important in autopilot designs. The roll mode is usually fast and st&able. It
is dominated by rolling motion and the stability derivative Lp. The Dutch roll mode is

dominated by sideslip and yawing motion if the derivative Lpj, corresponding to

dihedral effect, is small. It is usually oscillatory and lightly damped. The term Ný
drives the frequency of this mode, while Y13 and N,. drive the damping [2.3].
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2.2 FLYING QUALITIES

Flying qualities include everything that is involved in the safe flight and effective

performance of an aircraft, from the pilot's point of view. Military standards for flying

qualities provide guidelines for analytical parameters which have been correlated to

safety and mission performance. MI1,-S'PD-1797A, Flying Qualities of Piloted

Vehicles [2.4], provides guidance for U.S. military, fixed wing aircraft.

In order to interpret requirements, it is necessary to classify an aircraft's mission.

Requirements for a light. trainer aircraft obviously should not be the same as those

for a heavy strategic bomber. An airplane can be put into one of the following

categories:

Class I Small Light Aircraft

Class II Medium Weight, Low-to-Medium Maneuverability Aircraft

Class III Large, Heavy, Low-to-Medium Maneuverability Aircraft

Class IV High-Maneuverability Aircraft

Another important discriminator in flying qualities requirements is flight phase.

Categories of flight phases separate flight conditions and tasks into groups which
require similar aircraft responses and pilot workloads. These categories are further

divided into nonterminal and terminal:

Nonterminal

"Category A: Flight phases requiring rapid maneuvering, precision

tracking, or precise flight, path control.

Category B: Flight phases that. are normally accomplished using

gradual maneuvers without prcision tracking. Accurate flight

path control may be required.

Terminal

Category C: Flight phases that are normally accomplished using

gradual maneuvers and requiring accurate flight path control.

14



The qualitative degree of acceptability for handling qualities is given in terms of levels.

These levels specify the adequacy of the aircraft response in meeting mission

requirements and are based on the Cooper-Harper pilot opinion rating scale [2.4].

Level 1 - Satisfactory: Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission flight
phase. Desired performance achievable with no more than minimal pilot

compensation.

Level 2 - Acceptable: Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission
flight phase with some increase in pilot workload or degradation in

mission effectiveness.

Level 3 - Controllable: Flying qualities such that the aircraft can be

controlled in the context of the mission flight phase, but with excessive

pilot workload or inadequate mission effectiveness.

Most flying quality specifications have been correlated to modal parameters.

These modal parameters come from specific low order forms for the transfer

functions that describe the aircraft response to pilot inputs. In general, the transfer

functions that describe the dynamics of an aircraft include not only the open loop

aerodynamics, but also actuator dynamics, controller dynamics, structural modes,
sensor dynamics, and s-) on. These high order transfer functions must be translated

into equivalent low order forms so that the modal parameters which define the flying

SIi qualities may be identified. These low order forms are called low-order-equivalent-

systems (LOES). The "ES is derived by matching the high-order-system (HOS)

over a specific frequency range, usually 0.1 rad/s < (o _< 10 rad/s. The fit is measured

by a weighted sum of squares function (if the differences in magnitude and phase

"between the LOES and HOS at n discrete frequencies. This ftnction is given by

Yn
2 0 n
n ] [IHOSOj)j)Idji - 1IOES(j1, )Id1,I + 0.021!dg- 1•hIeIJOES(joi)] (2.15)

The relative weighting between the gain and phase errors dictates that 1 db of gain
mismatch is roughly eqlual to 7 deg of phase mismatch. Any value of the mismatch

function less than 10 is acceptable. Because values greater than 1(0 may or may not

15



be acceptable, an additional measure of the LOES fit may be used. Fig. 2.4 shows an

approximate bound on the maximum unnoticeable dynamics between the LOES and

HOS. These bounds represent the level of mismatch that will result in a I pilot rating

change on the Cooper-Harper scale. A pilot is most sensitive to dynamics in the
region from 1 to 4 rad/s [2.4].

20

15 150

i 0 • ()
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Fig. 2.4 Bounds on Maximum Unnoticeable Added Dynamics

It should be noted that the military standard allows for a good amount of tailoring.

Due to the broad possibilities for interpretation, only one possible set of requirements

for Class IV aircraft in Categoily A flight pbases is presented here.

2.2.1 LONGITUDINAL RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS

The flying qualities requirements fbr the pitch axis are determined by the response

of the aircraft to a longitudinal input from the pilot, usually a stick fbrce or deflection.

The low order modal forms required for the 10)ES fits are

_q(s) _ Kos (s + lvTo,)(s + l/.T0 2 ) e-Os(.. . .. ... ... ......... . ...... . (2.16)

8p(s) (s2 + 24p(05s + O)2) (S2 + 2 ;,,pasps + 2
and PPS

n z,(S) K 11 (s + 1ýf'n l) e -•nsndnsj= (c2+2 -iS(2.17)

6p(s) (S2 + 2[ (,)p + . (S2  + 2 ý,J)(,),ps ( 2).)
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q is pitch rate, n, is the normal acceleration at the instantaneous pitch center of

rotation, and 8p is a pilot pitch stick input.

The primary flying quality measure for the short period mode is the control

anticipation parameter (CAP). A value for CAP may be estimated by the expression

CAP = - where (n!/c) O(Vg)( liT 2 ) (2.18)
(nWcx)

VT is the airspeed along the flight path (WJs) and g is gravitational acceleration (fjt/s 2 ).

The Level 1 and 2 requirements fbr the estimated CAP parameters are shown in Fig.

2.5.

, 2

(sp/

(rad/s) 'v° 2

Ion 01 102

n/ot (g's/rad)

Fig. 2.5 Short Period Frequency Requirements

The requirement specifies that ws, ! 1.0 rad/s for Level I and Ž,sp • 0.6 rad/s for Level

2. Short period damping, rsp, must he between 0.35 and 1.3 for Level I and 0.25 and

2.0 for Level 2. Another measure of short period flying qualities is the product of wsp

and TO2. Specifications for this product can be used in place of or as a supplement to

CAP requirements. Fig. 2.6 shows the values of o)pTo2 necessary for Level I and 2

flying qualities.
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Fig. 2.6 Short Period Damping Requirements

The LOES parameter r is the equivalent pitch time delay. This value represents

lags and time delays in the control system and the phase loss due to the high order

dynamics that are not represented in the low order model. Excessive time delay canlead to pilot induced oscillation problems. Table 2.1 shows the requirements for

maximum pitch time delay.

Table 2.1 Pitch Time Delay Requirements

Level Maximum Tirne )ela

2 I 0.20 sec

__ __ _ __ ___ 3__ 0. 20 sec

~ 4 in' C t-1 .etAT he long term pitch response cr -,ter a can ,e g'-ive. ... .t.... of ol 11% , 1 . .A.... .1
"parameters in the LOES. The stability requirements in Table 2.2 are recommended

for any longitudinal mode with a period greater than 15 seconds.

• .. 1 8
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Table 2.2 Phugoid Stability Requirements

Level j Stability Requirement

1 CO > 0.04

2 __ > 0.0

3 Tdj > 55 sec

Td is the time to double for an unstable oscillation. No aperiodic longitudinal
instabilities are acceptable. Often a simple inspection of time response data can be

made to check the criteria in Table 2.2. It is then not necessary to find the phugoid

parameters through a 1OES fit. If this is done, it suffices to use second order LOES
to find the short period parameters. The first order numerator and second order

denominator terms corresponding to the phugoid mode in eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) can be

neglected.

2.2.2 LATERAUfDIRECTIONAL RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS

The flying qualities for the lateral/directional axes are determined by the response

of the aircraft to a lateral stick input from the pilot. The military standard suggests

using roll rate or roll angle as the output for a LOES fit. Because we are concerned
with fighter aircraft which may maneuver at elevated angles of attack, an extension

to the standard is made to use stability axis roll rate as the output. The low order
modal form required for the IOES fii is given by

T) K js(s + 2i9 t) + (1)2) et Px

O1af(.) (s + l/Tr)(s + Vl's) (s2 + 2d0)dS + oi)(2.19)

where fI is the stability axis roll rate, l = p cos x + r sin (x, and 6 1at is a lateral stick

input. A three step process may be taken in finding a low order fit for eq. (2.19).

First, the high order transfer functin from lateral stick input to stability axis roll rate

is used to find a first order roll mode approximation

i1.- (s + lft'r (2.20)
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Next the high order transfer function from rudder pedal input (8ped) to sideslip is used

to find a second order Dutch roli approximation

SIq(s+ Tf 8

8ped(S (s2 + 2 rd(OdS + COP) (2.21)II
The roll mode time constant found from the fit of eq. (2.20) and the Dutch roll
frequency and damping found from the fit of eq. (2.21) are put into eq. (2.19) and fixed.

The fourth order LOES in eq. (2. 19) is then fit to the HOS to find the equivalent time

delay, numerator poles, and spiral mode time constant.

The general requirement for equivalent roll mode time constant must be less than

or equal to 1.0 second for Level 1 and 1.4 seconds for Level 2. '1hese values are

conservative for modern fighter aircraft which typically have values of 'ri ranging

from 1/3 to 1/2 second for conventional flight conditions. At high angles of attack, roll

requirements are highly dependent on control power limitations, but typically time

constants are slower.

Requirements for Dutch roll frequency and damping are given in Table 2.3. The

high Level 1 value for Dutch roll frequency and damping is driven by r.r and

pointing requirements in the air-to-air and air-to-ground missions.

Table 2.3 Dutch Roll Frequency and Damping Requirements

Level Mill •( Min ýdu)d (rad/s) Min (0 d (r ]
1 0.4 0.4 1.04 2 0.02 0.05 0.4

3 0 _. 0.4

Equivalent roll time delay requirements are identical to the pitch requirements in

Table 2.1. The spiral mode typically has a slow first order response. For a manual

flight control problem, the spiral mode is generally not a problem, even if' it is

unstable. The requirements in Table 2.4 define the speed of divergence that is

*tolerable in an unstable spiral mode.
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Table 2.4 Spiral Mode Time to Double Amplitude Requirements
I -

Level Minimum Time to Double
1 12 sec

2 8 sec

3 4 sec

A number of specific requirements have been described for Class IV aircraft in

Category A flight phases. These specifications are derived from the guidelines in
MIL-STD-1797A and by no means constitute the complete story on flying qualities.

For more detailed information, consult the standard and the references therein [2.4].

2.3 UNCERTAINTY REPRESENTATION

.41
It is important to remember that any model, no matter how accurate, can only

approximate the true behavior of a system. In fact the primary purpose of feedback

is to reduce the effect of uncertainty. Robustness is a measure of how tolerant a

system is to some level of uncertainty, either structured or unstructured.

Unstructured uncertainty is characterized as additional dynamics that are not

represented in the analysis model. Classical single loop gain and phase margins are

one way of quantifying robustness to unstructured uncertainty. For multi-loop
systems a more general framework is necessary. Unstructured uncertainty may be
captured as either an additive or a multiplicative perturbation. Let GO(s) be the

nominal plant and G(s) be the true plant. Aa represents additive uncertainty and Am

represents multiplicative unce'tainty. Then for an additive uncertainty

Q(s) = G()s) + Aa(s) . (2.22)

For a multiplicative uncertainty at the plant input

G(s) = ((s)f I + AI(s) 1 (2.23)

and fbr a multiplicative uncertainty at the plant output
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G(s) = [I + An(s)]Go(s) (2.24)

ii, can be said that an uncertainty is structured if the perturbation corresponds to

a parameter or set of parameters whose variation is independent of the rest of the

system. If this structure can be captured in an uncertaint,, model, robustness

results will be less conservative. Structured uncertainty cant also be captured as

either an additive or a multiplicative perturbation. Let 1( be the nominal parameter
value or set of'parameter values and I be the true value or set of'values. Then using
the same nomenclature as above

l l 0 + Aa (2.25)

I 10( 1 + Aý1 ) (2.26)

The structured singular value (p•) framework described in section 2.4 provides the

analysis tools necessary to capture the robustness of a system to any of the above

types of uncertainty, structured or unstructured, additive or multiplicative.
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2.4 STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE ANALYSIS

Structured singular value or ýt-anialysis is a framework, based on the small gain

theorem, in which the robustness of a system can he quantified. Consider the closed

loop uncertain system in Fig. 2.7,

______ A(s)

zA(s)

"M(s)Lp K ss-

M(S)
..................... ........

Fig. 2.7 M-A Formulation

Any closed loop system with plant, P(s), controller, K(s), and uncertainty, A(s), can be

"rearranged in what is called M-A form. An equivalent representation of the

uncertainty block is:

A(s) = WO A(s) Wi , where 11 A(s) Il-, <• 1 . (2.27)

The small gain theorem guaranteeý,, that if' M(s) and A(s) are stable, then the

uncertain system will remain stable if for all frequencies, 0 • 1•oo

6A M(jo)) Aýjo) ) , 1 (2.28)A
2:3
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which can be equivalently expressed as

11 M(s) A(s) IL S! 1. (2.29)

An inequality can now be invoked,

11 M(s) A(s) I 11. < Ii M(s) 11- II A(s) I,. (2.30)

Since it is known that II A(s) I11. • 1, a sufficient condition for stability is:

iI M(s) I1. 1. (2.31)

Eq. (2.31) can be shown to be a necessary as well as a sufficient condition for stability

[2.5].

When the uncertainty model is highly structured, this one block small gain

theorem analysis is potentially conservative. The general perturbation matrix A(s)

may not be an accurate representation of the true uncertainty, since it may

overbound the true uncertainty and represent perturbations to the nominal plant

that are unrealistic. In such a case, eq. (2.31) is only a sufficient condition for

stability. The analysis can be made less conservative by considering a certain

structure for the uncertainty.

Structured robust stability assumes that the perturbation block, A(s), has a
particular structure based on specific knowledge of how the uncertainty enters the

plant'. A general model of the uncertainty is

'= diag(611r, 2Ir2,.. ., 1r11)A1,A2 .. ,A ) I 8i c. C, AJ e Ckixkj.k ) (2.32)

B6 IBA={-: A I ý(A)_< 1 (2.33)

where A is the set of all possible perturbations. The uncertainty model consists of a
diagonal matrix of repeated scalar blocks and full complex uncertainty blocks, A

single scalar perturbation is a special case of the repeated block •imlr, where rm = 1.

Unstructured uncertainty is represented as a full complex block.
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The structured singular value [2.6] ;' a measure of robustness to complex

perturbations that have a given structure. The structured singular value, P., of a

complex matrix, M, is defined as the inverse of the maximum singular value of the

smallest destabilizing perturbation that has the specified structure.

S un { C (A) I det(I - MA) = 0} (2.34)
p(M) -A c: B4,

If M(s) is a stable closed loop transfer matrix, and p(M(ow)) is evaluated along the

imaginary axis, then p(Moco)) is a fiunction of frequency that gives the size of the

smallest allowable A which moves a closed loop pole to the imaginary axis. Since the

uncertainty representation is scaled to be less than one, if p(M(jo)) is less than one

over all frequencies, then the system is stable for all possible uncertainties in the

allowed set, BA.

While in the general case pI(M) cannot be calculated exactly, its value can be

*1 placed between lower and upper bounds. We can define matrices U and D

U = {diag(U1 , U2 .. , Un+n) UI Ul = II (2.35)

4 D= {diag(D 1, D2 ,..., Dd ..., d ) I Di crixri, D)i Dti > 0 d e 9+} (2.36)

In [2.6], the following properties of the structured singular vtltuc are defined:

(a) p(cxM)= I I P(M)

(b) p(I)-!
i"i(c) ;A(AB) <i 6(A'pf(B)

(d) p(A) = d(A) for all e•A

(e) UAe AandAUc A forallAc A andUc U

A (f) DAD-l=AforallL)E DandAc A

(g) p(UM) = [f(MU) =,t(M) for all U E U

(h) pa(DM)- 1) = p(M) for all I) E D

(i) p(M) p j(M) < o M) where p(M) denotes the spectral radius of M
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By using the properties (g), (h), and (i), the following bounds on gt(M) are derived.

max p(UM) < .t(M) - inf d(DMD-1) (2.37)
UC- U DE D

It can be proven that the lower bound is always equal to p(M), but the maximization

of p(UM) is not convex. Local maxima can occur, making a global solution difficult.

The minimization of a(DMD-1 ) is convex. While this upper bound is an equality only

for n < 3, computational experience has shown that this bound provides a close

estimate to the actual value ofrp(M) [2.6,2.7].

In analyzing the robustness of a closed loop system, it is useful to form an analysis

model of the form in Fig. 2.8.

ZA WA."--4_._.__S) "w

2 M(s)
. .. ....M(s)

Fig. 2.8 Robust Performance l)iagram

Pw is the weighted plant transfer function. M(s) is a set of transfer functions:

4-M[za 1 [MI 112  W (12w38
z = M2 1 M22 Iw (2.38)

It has been shown that robust stability exists if and only if

sup [L(M 11(j1)) 5 1. (2.39)
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It is often possible to characterize the performance of a system in terms of a

weighted closed loop sensitivity function or model following error. In such a case, a
condition for closed loop performance may be written in terms of an infinity norm

bound. The transfer function between w and z in Fig. 2.8 represents this weighted

sensitivity or model following error. The matrices are scaled such that nominal

performance exists if

S11 M22(s) I11- < 1 (2.40)

It was shown in [2.7] that by creating a fictitious uncertainty block between w and z,

the perfbrmance problem can be put into the framework of p-analysis. This fictitious

uncertainty is represented by a full complex block.

It can be said that nominal performance exists if and only if

sup W(M220(J))).<_ 1, (2.41)

By combining the fictitious performance uncertainty block and the uncertainty
blocks for stability robustness analysis, a robust performance analysis model can be

formed. If the structured singular value of this combined model is less than unity,

then the performance specification of eq. (2.41) will be satisfied in the presence of the

bounded uncertainties.

It can be said that robust performance exists if and only if [2.71

sup .i(M(1o))) < 1. (2.42)
(I)
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2.5 DYNAMIC INVERSION

The purpose of dynamic inversion is to develop a feedback control law that

linearizes the plant response to commands. In general the aonlinear aircraft

dynamics can take the form

fix,u), y = Cx (2.43)

where x. is an n-dimensional state vector, u is a rn-dimensional input vector, C is a

pxn matrix, and y is a p-dimensional vector of output variables. A transformation is
necessary to put the equations in a fo~rm from which the inverse dynamics can be

constructed. Each controlled output., yi, is differentiated until an input term from u

appears [2.8]. Only in outputs can be controlled independently by the in available

inputs, therefore p must equal in. As shown in [2,9], the output equations may now

be written in the fbrm,

rYiId I-1
y•di Y L d~l ;-- = h(x) + G(x)u (2.44)

where yidil represents the dith derivative of the output yi. The inverIe dynamics

control law can be written as

u. = G(x)- 1( V- h(x)) (2.45)

h(x) represents the nonlinear output dynamics and G(x) represents the nonlinear

(ontrol distribution. The parameter V represents the desired linear dynamics of the

j closed loop system. With the inverse dynamics control law implemented, the closed
LOOP systemL1 hlas thje fo -n

>l ,•di = V (2.46)

If the system is observable and YZ di = n, then all of the closed loop poles may be
i=l

' I placed. If X di < n, then closed loop stability cannot be proven. In this case the
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unobserved dynamics or the internal dynamics of dynamic inversion must be checked

at local operating points to insure stability [2.8].

2.6 ROBUST EIGENSTRUCTURE ASSIGNMENT

Eigenstructure assignment [2.10] is a technique that uses constant output

feedback gains to arbitrarily place the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the closed loop

system. The number of eigenvilues and 3igenvectors that can be pl iced arbitrarily

depends upon the number of' plant inputs and outputs. Assume a linear time-

invariant system in state space form

x = Ax + Bu (2.47)
y Cx

Here, the number of states is n, the number of inputs is in, and the number of

outputs is r. The number of eigenvalues that can arbitrarily be placed is equal to the

number of outputs, r. The number of elements of the eigenvectors, corresponding to

the r eigenvalues that can be placed, is equal to the number of inputs, m.

The eigenstructure assignment problem statement is as fbllows. Given a set of
desired eigenvalues kid, and eigenvectors vid, find a real feedback matrix F of

dimension m by r such that the closed loop eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (A + BFC)

are close to the desired ones. The gain matrix is found by first reordering each of 11 e r
desired eigenvectors into m specified and n-ni unspecified components using a
reordering operator, Ri

IvidlRi=[ld
ivji Ldii

where lid are the in components of the desired eigenvector that are specified, and di

are the n-m components that are unspecified. Compute the achievable eigenvector
for each defined eigenvalue by defining

( 0dI - 1AI (2.49)

and reorder the achievable eigenvector using the corresponding reordeing operator
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II

f z = LE] (2.50)

[Dil

where Li is the specified part of the achievable eiger)vector and Di is the unspecified

part. Now, the projection of the desired eigenvector onto the achievable subspace, zi,

is fbund by minimizing

J = 1llid - LiziI12  (2.51)

The value of zi is computed as

zi = (FiII)" 1Li'rlid (2.52)

and then the achievable eigenvectors are found as

via = Lizi (2.53)

The system is transformed so the B matrix is of the form

- • =Q-1AQ

=CQ (2.54)
x =

via QVia

where Q is a similarity transformation. The rows of via and A are partitioned into the

first m rows and the last n-in rows

Via =A2j (2.55)

Define
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=[)ldl ;2d92 .. rd~r] (2.56)
S = [Vla V2a .... V~ra] (2.57)

Finally, the feedback gain matrix is computed using:

F = (S - AjV)(CV)-j- (2.58)

2.7 FULL ORDER H, DESIGN

The general H,, output feedback problem can he characterizc-d simply as finding

a controller K, if one exists, that internally stabilizes the closed loop syst:ým and
satisfies the condition 1TZw1io,, < y. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the problem.

z w

Fig. 2.9 H,,l Problem Formulation

* G(s) represents the design model including the plant dynamics and weighting filters,

G(1(s) L- (1 If CI- 1 • 2  (2.59)1C2 1)21 1)22

The well known state space It-, theory 12.11,2.121 gives the equations to produce a

Sstabilizing feedback controller from output vector y to input vector u that minimizes
the induced H,, norm between w and z. G(s) must satisfy the following, conditions:

7
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(1) (A, B2 ) is stabilizable and (A,C 2 ) is detectable

(2) D 12 is full column rank and D2 1 is full row rank

(3) for all(, [A'-jcIC D 12B has full column rank

(4) for aco, A-jcI B,1 has full row rank(4)fo al a, C2 D21I

The first condition ensures the existence of a stabilizing controller. Condition (2)

can be considered analogous to the nonsingular control penalty and nonsingular

sensor noise weight requirements in linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control. The

column and row rank conditions of (3) and (4) are made to assure that the transfeŽr

matrices from w to y and from ii to z have no invariant zeros on the imaginary axis.

Also assume for convenience that 1)11 and 1)22 are zero, and that the system is

scaled so:

D12
T C1 D2 = 10 I]; 1)21 = (2.60)L ] I2 [0]

ID 1

These last assumptions are made only to simplify the solution, and can be

removed. The plant can be manipulated using the approach of [2.13] to transform an

arbitrary plant to one that meets these conditions. Define two Hamiltonian matrices

and two Riccati equations:

H2 131B1 1' = T C2 C (2.61)

.. - C ..AT j 1 i'-A -1

ATX+ + XýA X)(y -2B 1B1T- BIBII II'I)., + "C1  0 (2.62)

AY,- + YCoPAT + y_(-- 2 C'ITC 1 - C.92C 2 )Y-4, B 11+ = 0 (2.63)

"Under the conditions that the Hainiltonian matrices H., and J-. do not have any

eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, XY., and Y-, are positive semidefinite solutions to

the two Riccati equations, and the spectral radius of' the product of the Riccati

solutions, p(X-,Y.), is less than y2 , then the controller which satisfies 11TY.,w1L, < y is

given by:
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= Ax Z•L~y (2.64)

u - ,

where:

A = A +-•'-23BIB 1TXoo + B2F,, + ZooL 00C 2

S,- ~~~Ft,, = - 2.•,

(2.65)

I'LN Yo(,I

The numl)er of' controller states is equnt to the order of the design model. While

closed loop stability is guaranteed, controller stability is nut. Many physically

motivated problems do yield a stable c11, np-.nsator.

2.8 REDUCED ORDER OBSERVER BASED 1I,, DESIGN

A minimal order H. desig, "algorithni developed in [2.141 considers the linear

time-invariant system of Fig. 2. W.

z 2  
1

H H
2

.- +

j A

2Fig. .10 Minimal Order H,_, I)esign Model

"where (A,B) is stabilizable, (A,C) and (A,HI) are detectable, and B and H2 have full

column rank.
3I



The minimal-order H. design algorithm generates a controller that stabilizes

the closed-loop system and bounds the H--norm of the transfer function from the

disturbance (wj) to the controlled outputs (zl,z 2) by y. The controller has the

Luenberger observer-based structure shown in Fig. 2.11 and has dimension equal to

the number of plant states minus the number of plant. measurements,

4+
X Px

S~---

Fig. 2.11 Minimal Order H. Controller Structure

The controller state, x0 , is an estimate of a linear transformation of the plant state,

Tx, where T is the transformation matrix. The controller parameters K. F, T, M, and

N, must satisfy the Luenberger constraints

rA- Vr = K•; (2.66)

G = TB (2.67)
NT + MC = Kv, (2.68)

for any Kc such that A-BK, is Hurwitz.

According to [2.141, the robust controller parameter KC. is given by

K (2.69)

with P, - 0 satisfying

PIA + A"pi +- I T22J + -< 0 (2.70)
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subject to the existence of a )'2 >Ž 0 that, satisfies

T 1 -2 +j'\'q(TrI
P2F + ' N + N 1 2  (l+ay)2 IY 1)l,1 G 2 <-- 0. (2.71)

The design parameters a, Kf, and F represent the freedom available to the designer

and are chosen such that a is a positive real scalar, F is any stable matrix, and Kf is
completely arbitrary. The design tuning parameter a is used to tighten the H. norm

bound between the disturbance and the controlled output [2.15]. An initial bound yis

selected that allows the existence of a positive semi-definite solution to eq. (2.70). The
controller parameter Kc is now computed using P,, and then the Iuenberger
constraints in eqs. (2.66)-(2.68) arc solved. Sylve,;ter equation (2.66) is solved for T,

and then G is computed using eq. (2.67). Parameters N and M are computed using a

variation of eq. (2.68):

[N M] = K 1 " (2.72)

Note that the choice of Kf and F provide the design freedom to obtain a rp that insures

the existence of C . If there exists a solution to eq. (2.71), a series of y-reduction

iterations is performed on eq. (2.70) to find the smallest bound, y,,., , for which

positive semi-definite solutions, P, and P,, exist. If no solution exists to eq. (2.71), y is

increased, and the procedure is repeated.

2.9 SIrRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE SYNTHESIS

The structured singular value (pi) framework provides a unifying measure which

can be used to simultaneously address stability and performance robustness
specifications. If p is less than unity for a properly scaled system, then the

specifications are met. It is desirable to be able to address these multiple objectives
directly within a desig;n inethod, p-synthesis provides for the direct. incorporation of

robust stability and performance goals Into a design by combining H-1 design with

structured singular value analysis 12.1631. rThe [t-synthesis problem is described by

the attempt to find a controller that minimizes an upper bound on the structured
singular vwaue,
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minK inf sup dl)M(K)LI 1). (2.73)
K DE D (a

M(K) is the weighted closed loop transfer function shown in Fig. 2.8. One approach to

this problem is the DK-iteration, it calls for alternately minimizing sup a DM(K)I) 1)

for either K or I) while holding the other constant. First the controller synthesis
problem is solved using H, design on the nominal design model, Pw(s). I-analysis is

then performed on the closed loop transfer function M(K), producing values of the 1)

.. scaling matrices at each frequency. The resulting frequency response data is fit with

an invertable, stable, minimium phase transfer function which becomes part of' thle
nominal synthesis structure. With D fixed, the controller synthesis problem is again
solved by performing an Hl1 design on the augmnented system. The DK-iterations are

continued until a satisfactory controller is found or a mininmum is reached. Fig. 2.12

shows a flow diagram for the DK-itcration.

Di Y 1(S) Di

"-0 Ko r--
L _ ..
1"--rn

S• •lt(• ---
Ki r---

I Fig. 2.12 1)K-iteration Process

The resulting controller order is the order of the desi, ,,i plant and weighting matrices,

as well as the order of the D-scale transfbr function fits. With each iteration, the D-

scale frequency response data from the previouts iterItion is coinbi ned with the



current values, and then the transfer function fit is performed on the combined data.

This approach avoids a built-in increase in controller order that would result if at each

iteration new D-scale fit transfer functions were augmented into the synthesis modelfrom fhe previous step. It is important to note that the DK-iteration is not

guaranteed to converge to a global minimum, but practical experience has shown

that the method works well fbr a broad class of problems [2.17].

7 2.10 BALANCED REALIZATIONS AND TRUNCATION

If a system G(s) = ((sI - A)- 11 + I) is minimal and stable, a coordinate

transformation matrix T exists such that the transformed system has controllability

and observability grammians that are equal and diagonal [2.18].

The controllability grammian, P, and observability grammian, Q, are the

hermitian solutions to the fbllowing L.,yapunov equations.

All + PAT + B3T = 0 (2.74)

2A'Q 4+ QA + C"C= 0 (2.75)

rI'he Cholesky factorization of Q is

Q = R'1 {. (2.76)

RPRT is a positive definite matrix,

UXUr'1'= RIIt•T where UTU = I,

and 1: is a diagonal matrix of the Hankel singular values in descending order

1: = diag(o• 1 , (72, ( n), T1 (2 ... (n >0 (2.77)

The transformation which balances the systeim is

T =-/ 2UTRI. (2.78)
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The controllability and observability grammians of the transformed system are equal

and diagonal [2.19].

S= TPTT = I-1/2U'TRPITUI 1/2 = (2.79)

Q = (TT) -lQrT- I= .-1/2uT(RT) -I(RTIt{)T -1UL-1/2 = 1: (2.80)

By changing the state space coordinates to z Tx, then the transformed system

becomes

z=Az+ Bu y =Cz + Du, (2.81)

where
A AA

A = TAT-', B = TB, and C = (Y1- 1  (2.82)

Because the Hankel singular values are arranged in descending order, the last

elements of the coordinate vector z correspond to the least controllable/observable

part of the system. The system in eq. (2.81) can be partitioned into a k dimensional

vector z2 and an n-k dimensional vector z1 .

z A11 1 A 12  Zl "
2 A1 2 I 1 (2.83)

z2 A21 A22 z2 t2

Y=[I -2 ] C + D)u (2.84)
z2

The controllability and observability grammians of the partitioned system are

=[II 0]

U\Lo~22I(2.85)
0 22

A reduced order model may now be formed by removing the partition z2 from the

state vector z. This approach is known as balanced truncation. The reduced order
system has controllability and observability gcammians of ' , Lthat is the new

system
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Z1 Alz 1 + 131u y- C.1 z + Du , (2.86)

satisfies the Lyapunov equations

A1 1) 1 1 + 1 1 11T + fIB 1T0 (2.87)

A+ 1 1 A11 + C1 I'c1 =0 (2.88)

The reduced order system Gr = ('(sl - A B'131 + 1) preserves the stability of the
original system. The error between the original and reduced order system has an L..

neror bound given by [2.191IIG~jo)) - (rJ()) Ill., _ 2 (((n-k+l+ nn-k+2+ ... + O(n). (2.89)

The direct feedthrough term of the reduced order system does not affect the

grammians, so the D term can be adjusted to improve the approximation. To force an
exact match at high frequencies, set Gr(j(,)) = (Gjo) with 0 = oo. Then

A (2.90)1) = .2. )

To force an exact match in steady state gain, set Gr(jo) = G(jw) with co = 0. Then

A A A

"1) = C(- A)B + 1) -,C(. A1 3ii (2.91)

To approximate a match at a single frequency or set of frequencies, (01, 1)2,. -•),n,
the direct feedthrough term is chosen to solve

ý.A m
1i) i=i II( JO)j - (Tr(J()i) 112 (2.92)

which has the solution

IT)n

m~~~~1 -A) (1) j~ 1 1
1

1i= m t(,(C(] -A) 11 A C)- ('1j( l- A ll)-"I11). (2.R3)
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Other variations of balanced trucati'n include optimal Hankel norm approximations

[2.19] and frequency weighted balanced truncation [2.20],
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3 CONTROL DESIGN METHODOLOGY

A• This section details a design methodology for manual flight control systems. The

* approach is based on an inner/outer loop control structure. Control redistribution is

governed by a control selector. The control selector is based on generalized inverses

which normalize the control efthctiveness with respect to generalized inputs. An

inner loop is formulated that equalizes the plant dynamics across the flight envelope.

This: inner loop is a static output feedback or low order compensator that is a function

of flight parameters such as altitude, Mach number, and angle of attack. The outer

loop controller is designed using advanced techniques to achieve performance and

robustness goals. This controller should not require gain scheduling because of the

equalization performed by the inner loop.

3.1 CONTROL SELECTOR

The control selector, sometimes referred to as pseudo-controls, has two functions.

The first is to normalize control effectiveness by transforming generalized rotational

rate commands into actuator position commands. The second is to take advantage of

available control redundancy by allowing for contiol redistribution without changing

the linear closed loop performance. The basic idea of' the control selector is to redefine

the control contribution to the state equation [3.1,3.21,

13t B3'6', (3.1)

where B is the actual control eflhctiveness matrix, 6 is the vector of control

deflections, 13 iý the generalized control effectiveness maLrix, and 6" is the generalized

control vector. .,l , act. u co, ..ol can now be defined in terms of the generalized

control,

T 8IY (3.2)

The transormation, ', is the control selector. It is defined simply by

6 1= NTN(BN)OBt. (3.3)
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The operation ( )# is a pseudo-inverse and N is a matrix that may be used to combine

controls or emphasize/de-emphasize a control channel in the case of redundant

effectors. Because the B matrix in eq. (3.3) is a function of flight condition and

aircraft state, the control selector is a function of parameters such as Mach number,

altitude, and angle of attack.

3.2 INNER EQUALIZATION LOOP

An inner eoualization loop is used to account for the changes in plant dynamics
;.A with flight condition. The goal is to make the input/output behavior of the closed loop

system uniform for all operating conditions by using a nonlinear static feedback
matrix. This inner loop feedback can be derived by scheduling linear compensators or

through direct nonlinear methods such as dynamic inversion.

This equalization can be quantified by the concept of relative error. Relative error

is defined as

Am (P) 10)1301 (3.4)

where P0 is the plant used for outer loop design and P is the equalized plant. This

idea of relative error gives us a mathematical framework for analyzing the

effectiveness of an inner equalization loop. A Robustness Tbeoremn by Safonov and

Chiang can provide a weak sufficient condition for stability based on relative error

[3.3]:

If '(Am) < I for (io < (Or, then the closed loop system will be stable provided that

V the control bandwidth, (%, is less than (cu.,

,i xnus, iia system with an outer loop controller designed for P0 is clsed loop sutbl,

then closed loop stability should be preserved if' P() is replaced by P) provided that the

relative error Am, is sufficiently small.

Explanation: Consider the system with equalized plant, P, outer loop conitroller, K01,

and relative error, Im. The bandwidth of the control system is defined as the

frequency range where the loop transfer function gain is big 13.31. That is.
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o(PKol) >> 1 V 6)< (Ob (3.5)

A sufficient condition for stability is

8(A111 ) a(PKol(I + PKl) < 1 (3.6)

It follows from eq. (3.5) that for (o < wb,

(1IKo0 (I + PKol)- 1 ) -- 1 (3.7)

So for frequencies where the loop transfer Function gain is big, a sufficient condition

for stability is

a(Ail < 1 (3.6)

This explanation is not a proof in a mathematical sense because of the loose definition

of what is considered big. Strong claims should not be made about robustness at

frequencies where the loop gain is not very large. In addition, the theorem says

nothing about what happens at frequencies above the control bandwidth where the

relative error may be greater than unity. At these Frequencies there is no guarantee

that eq. (3.6) will be satisfied. It is also important to remember that eq. (3.6) is only a

sufficient condition for stability which can be very conservative. Considering all of

these factors, Jhe primary utility of the Robustness Theore(n for this work is that it

provides a framework for quantifying whether or not an inner loop has been

successful in equalizing a set of plants. More rigorous post-design analysis is

performed to provide well defined bounds For stability and performance robustness.
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Fig. 3.1 shows the implementation of the equalization loop usinig geeaIe
controls.
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operth~gconditions. The intractable problem of' gain scheduling a hiighi orfder
compensator is eliminated. Any ]'near design method can now be used to achlieve
robustness and performance goals, F'ig. 3.2 shows the outer- loop implementation.
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Fig. 3.2 Outer Loop Implementation
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4 VISTA F-16 LATERALIDIRECTIONAL DESIGN

The following sections describe the design and analysis of-a fuill envelope, manual

flight control system for the lateral/directional axes of the Variable Stability In- ['ight

Simulator Test Aircraft. (VISTA) F-16 test aircraft. This example shows the utility of

the inner/outer loop control structure as well as how various state-of-the-a-.t.

technologies can be brought together in a comprehensive design. F~irst, the aircraft.

and specific design requirement.,, are described. Next, t~he design approach arid results

are presented, including linear and nonlinear results. Fiiially, the linear aircrall,

models and resulting controllers are griven in an appendix sc) that these results may be

verified, duplicated, or compared to other approaches.

4.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION

VISTA is an advanced development program in the Flight l)yrnainics D~irectorate of

Wright L~aboratory. VISTA is a modified F-1l6 with theO cap.ability to sinuitieic

advanced aircraft configurations and test advanced flight. control concepts. Fig. 4. 1

shows a three-view of the F- 16 with AIM-9 heat seeking, air-to-air iiissiles oil the

wingtips. The aircraft has leading and trailing edge flaps, ani all mioveable horizontal

tail, and a single rudder. The pilot controls include a force-foei side stick, rudder

pedals, and throttle.

A high fidelity, six dogree of freedomn, nonlinear simulation miode! has been

developed for the VISTA F-I 6 vehficle. rfhe VISTl.A i)onlinear iiiodel is written as a
series of FORZTRAN subroutines and is iniplew-ei-ted and validated in a generic

nonlinear simulation environmient. Specific aIplicati on mnodu les inll'ude Subroutines

describing the equations of nmt611, actulators, and sensrs, ThIe actuatio~i models for
all of the control surface deflections include fourth order linear dynamics, h1inge

moment effects, and position and] rate limits, Additional Subroutines describe the

propulsion systemi, weight and mnoments of iner-tia variations, mlid the atmosphere.

The aerodynamic data exist for a widle ran-ge of* Mach numnbers, altfit'.icls, and angles

of attack and sideslip, The hiigh fidelity model allows for the simulation of' long

duration and large amplitude imineuvers with extremre accuracy. Thew nonlinear
model is used to generate linear niodels for control law (lesigii and to generate

nonlinear timec histories to evalu mate cooinirol desi gns. A diagramn o f 11 VI STA FIG l
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nonlinear model structure is shown in Fig. 4.2, where CMI) represents the pilot

command.
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Y1+ sinfx p - coso. r + Yý,y°IjyDT + Ya1)DFDF + Y6RSR

p =~f 1 + lp+J) + + ,1r + + -L'OI) + (4.1)

r = N1 j[i + Np)p + N.r + Na1rr)') *+ N6 )j,'6F+ N6R8R1;

where [5 is angle of sideslip, (x is angle ofattack, p is body axis roll rate, r is body axis

yaw rate, 61jy,' is diflerential loizontal tail deflection, 81)j,' is differential flap deflection,

and 8R is rudder deflection.

The measured outputs are roll ind yaw rates, angle of attack, and sideslip angle. A

stability axis roll rate, ýt, output can he constructed from these measurements

I - ) C'O( ±s + r sino'. (4.2)

It is assumed for this design tirit angle of' attack and sideslip angle can either be

measured directly or reconstructed frin inertial data. Only one weight and store

configuration and tlW trim thricttle setting are used in the design and analysis. Stores

consist of two AIM-9 missiles on tho wing tips.

4.2 FLYING QUALIrIES RhEQUIREMiENTS

A high order transfr fhinction which includes controller dynamics and actuator

dynamics is apprixitriated across a frequency range of'interest by a low order fit, The

par tnel,ers of' the low order equivalent system are used to determine whether the

aircraft. rosunons will ho aicep.ahlo to a pilot., fTho f'ollowing requirements, taken from

J section 2.2, must be met. fbr l,(V0l I llyinlg qualities: Dutch roll frequency , (o) Ž I
rad/s, I )utch rol0 danMping, C, Ž OA.,, roll mode time constant, Tji <_ 1.0 sec spiral

inodet stable or time to double > 12 s5Q( and equivalent ti. e delay, 'C, < 0.10 see. For

high angle of attack flight. the criteria for D)utch roll f'requen cy is relaxed to (j1) , 0.7

rad/s and roll mode tiine COn siiit is relaxed to T'I? < 1 sec.
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4.3 CONTROL SELECTOR DESIGN

The generalized inputs lbr this design are body axis roll acceleration comnmand and

body axis yaw acceleration command. The true control inputs are asymmetric

horizontal tail, asymmetric flaps, and rudder. The corresponding control c0'ectiveness

matrices are:

IN, I 't' NFM)j," N .1

F 0
' -43)

((.4

It is important to note that. the psetldo-inwVrse i11 the controul selector, eq. (3.8), does

not explicitly account for limitations in control (icelection. Undesirable results are

therefore possible if the control selector transfornmatiois are applied naively. ()ie

example is canceling roll inputs from the asyminetric flaps and isyninietric

horizontal tail that together achieve a very small increment ini yaw. Stich cases can

cause unreasonable control deflections. If N in eq. (3.3) is chosen to be identity in, the

transformation equations, this is t'xactlyv what. happens Fbr the VISTA F'-16. 'Phis

behavior can easily be prcvented by conithiiifig•n the asy 'n in etnric fiaps, aiid

asymmetric horizontal tail into a si ogle control eflector whic Il we will call alleron (6,\)

i~ 1" =N (4.5)

The matrix N f'ixes the proportiol belt ween asymmil in .rtic hoizonid,0 , al il atd

asymmetric flap commands. Becatuse tho, primary purpose of the horizont.al tail P4

pitch control, a ratio of 1/4 is used

0.25 0.0

N- 1.0 0.0 (4.6)
Ofl 1).0)
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This choice is hased upoin enginieerinfg judgeoment and is non-unique. More elegant
Solutions t hat III.ii k control efTect I I MTar, possihle. A few possibili ties are
described in [4. i].

The control selector &:tiuat ioui is

61)1
[ • I j 1 Mid 6' (4.7)

6 L ,T.

and the roeultin, transf( irnati(in i..4

i7- N(IT N W I: (4.8)

oli control dCIeriatiV'uS 11 Cq. (4. are stored in I tabular database as a function of'
NMachl, alt lu Ide, and angle o' alttack The ceontrol selector is found at any flight

,40 conidition by perforfinig a tabl, liokup af these parameters and using eq. (4.8) to

calculate T.

4.4 INNER LOOP DESIGN

Thew g (al of, h 11w mmmr equal i atio lo~lop, ats described in section,3.2, Is to linearize the

nmineiriie ties which mnust he. handled are the cianges in the aerodynamic stability
and control d(lerivativ-es withi flihlt condition. In order to achieve our goal of plant

~ . eqialization t a (OfntI' l! 'rmtt hP foui id which itself is a function of flight condition.

4.4.1 INNER LOOP FORMULATION

"I)y1niniic nvesiV(o1,il is used to develdp 0wie inner loop equalization control law. For

in ner loop syiitliesis we ncl tldt on1ly t0he noullineil il ri s associated with changes in the

arodynainic paLrameters as a finchL.in' of NIacli I (i ), altitude (h), and angle of'attack
J1i.. With ti Ilie (itril selector inm pil meiited and Wegl-etiIng actuator dynamics, the

aircra'l lat'ral equaliongIs ofnli'i lion are.

'low



[]= Y,3(M,h,oc) sinou j[,P( 0 JL 0
L ( h)(M Ah P + 1 0(M ,h, () N (Ih.(M )

_ r_ Nii(M h,cu) N,)(M,h,(W N,.(M,h,(t)_ L -0 r'

Because the control distribution matrix has a coluni rank of 2, only two outputs-
may be chosen for the dynamic inversion formulation. The body axis roll and yaw
rate states are chosen as the controlled outputs as they represent the dominant fast
dynamics of the open loop system. These variables must only be differentiated once
for the control to appear in the output equations.

r Nj1(M,h,Wz N,)(M,h,(-x) N,.M lh,(x) P I (4.10

The inverse dynamics control law can now be written as

PC Lp(M,h,cxj L11,(M,h,cx) L2,(M,h,(x)[1 I - (4.11)Nji(M,h,(x) Np(M,h,.x) Nr(M,h,(x) Pr4.1

where V is a matrix that represents the desired linear dynamics. Note that the [i
portion of the dynamics in eq. (4.9) is not observed by cq. (4.10). The inner loop
equalization will therefore not. be pcrfe-ct and the inferna/ dtynamics, of dynamic
inversion will show up as inner loop relative error.

The choice of the desired dynamics, v, is a critical step in the formulation of the

inner loop. If unreasonable parameters are chosen, the control system will be
sensitive to unmodeled dynamics and have a tendency towards actuator rate and
position himit saturation. For the VISTA F-16 design, a linear quadratic regulator
design is performed at a flight con(dition which is considered central. Central simply
means that the chosen flight conditimn is at some dynamic pressure betweeii the
minimum and maximum values fior the design envelope. This choice is based upon
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engineering judgment and is made such that the relative error between the open loop

centriali model and all other models is reasonably s.mall. The regulated dynamics at

this condition become the desired dynamics for the dynamic inversion calculations:

"A. o = (A110(,111 - B'KJ ,• (4.12)

SL[ A h~o re3 A 11011 32 A wno m3a j p ,(4.13)

The inner equalization loop can be represented as a linear state feedback

compensator of the form:

Hc]= Kelp] (4.14)

where

•" no i"-IO NI'll'(Y.) Anom2n2-IT .(M,h,(x) Ajjom23-I,2 r(M ,hu)" •:.! K q =• A mn3 -Nl M~ h c~l A no 32N ,,(M , hi,(x A j,,nj 3-N , -•M ,h ,(x) _l (4.15)

The . - j(M h,Q-)A,,,i3

The aerodynamic parameters in eq. (4.15) are stored in a tabular database. The

inner loop feedback is derived at any flight condition by performing a table lookup of
--these parameters and calculating the gain matrix, Keq. The equalized system is

shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Equalized Systmn

Relative error must be calculated for the system which is to be regulated by the outer

loop. The transftrmation matrices T1 and '2 are included so that t-e OULCI loop
provides regulation in ',he stability axis rather than iH the body axis. 'The matrices

are: st1~ Coo 1 1
'1'1 = '. ½ -. I SUXJ(4.16)

-COsU 5l'i(, 0 sijm

By regulating in the stability aLxis, hle colit.rol has a huilt-in depoindence oi a,-ngl of
attack that will alleviate some of"le need for schedulinl,• With (x. Ti is a unitary

matrix and therefore does niot aflXct singular val.I.,!s.

rhe two transfer 'unctiomn oif covcrn for the relative error' analysis a.re MT21)o T

and 12 3T1 , PO is the system model that is used for the outer loop design. it is the

regulated ceni-ral system with third order act'uator dyi ami's included iII tile imlel

loop. P is the equalized plant which is formed at each anmlysis pomIit. The intternal

-- - -:2 ... .. ........



dynamics of' dynamic inversion and the effects of' actuator dynamics are the two

primary sources of relative en-or between these transfer functions.

Two different sets of desired dynamics are used in this application. One is

formulated from a central model at a low angle of attack (low-cx) flight condition and

one is formulated from a central model at a high angle of attack (high-a) flight
condition. These desired dynuinics refluct the different robustness and performance

requirements at high and low angles of attack.

4.4,2 LOW ANGLE OF A'IIrACK INNER LOOP RESULTS

The central point for the low aigle of attack design is the trim flight condition at

Mach 0.6, altitude 20,000 feet. The dynamic pressure at this point is 245.1 psf. KLQ

is the solution to the linear quadratic regulator problem with identity state and

control weightings, Details on this design are presented in Appendix 4.

•Fig. 4.4 shows the relative error results for four test points. The test points shown

in Table 4.1 represent a wide range of &,perating conditions.

Trable 4. 1 Test Points for tow-(x 1inear Analysis

rTest Point Mach Altitude (ft) (t (deg) q (psf)

Centra-l 0.6 20,000 4.3 245 1

1 0.4 25,000 12.6 87.0
2 (1.5 20,000 6.2 170.2

:3 0.6 15,000 :3.6 301.1

-• 0.7 10,000 2.0 499.2
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Fig. 4.4 Relative Error Results Low aX

While relative error is small (less than 3 db) for the frequency range of interest
(S 10 rad/s), it is not less than unity for all conditions tested. This is primarily the

result of interactions between the equalization loop and actuator dynamics. These

interactions are not included in the dynamic inversion calculations. Relative error

less than unity is only a sufficient condition for closed loop stability. Because this is a

conservative test, errors that are small hut greater than unity can he tolerated with

satisfactory stability and performance results. The errors shown in Fig. 4.4 are

considered small for frequencies of interest.

4.4.3 HIGH ANGLE OF AT'vrACK INNER LOOP RESULTS

The central point for the high angle of attack design is the trim flight condition at

Mach 0.3, altitude 25,000 feet. The dynamic pressure at this point is 49.5 psf. KLQ is

the solution to the linear quadratic regulator problem with identil y state weighting
" and a control weighting of 0.(1YI22. l)etails on this design are presented in

"Appendix 4.

Fig. 4.5 sh-ows the relative error- results for four test points. The test points shown

in Table 4.2 represent a wide range of* high-x operating conditions.
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Table 4.2 Test Points for High-ax Linear Analysis

'rest Point Mach Altitude (ft.) (x (deg) (psf)

Central 0.3 25,000 23.3 49.5

1 0.2 10,0)00 30.0 40.7

2 0.4 20),000 20.0 108.9

8 0.5 15,000 20.0 209.1

4 0.4 25,000 30.0 87.0
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Fig. 4.5 Relative Error R~esultIs Hi-gh-u.

The relative error is less than 31 db for frequencies less than 10 i'adls. As in the low-ax

1 results, this is pnrtnarily the result ol interactions between the equalization loop and

I - ctutordynamnics. The errors shown in Fig. 4.5 are considered small for frequencieIs

of intorest.
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4.5 OUTER LOOP DESIGN

This section describes the formulation and results of the outer loop control design

problem. T~wo separate outer loop designs are performed to reflect the different flying

qualities requirements for the low and high angle of attack flight regimes. The

formulation of the two designs are the same, only the values of the design parameters

differ. Section 4.6 describes how the low-a- and high-a. designs arc b~lended to create a

continuous compensator.

4.5.1 OUTER LOOP SYNTHESIS

The outer loop compensator is designed to achieve two primary goals, flying

qualities and robustness. These objectives can be achieved directly by using a special

formulation of p-synithesis. Fig. 4.6 shows the design model for p-synthesis.
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illustrate the p-synlthesis poblelnl. Fig. 4.7 shows an alternate representation of the

design model which parallels the general florm shown in Fig. 2.8.

ZACIr Iz ---- ' WA

Aur -JWACTI

ZIEIRF WI.,

M(s)
Fig. 4.7 M-A For'm of lkesgn Model

By using tile above form, the VISIA F- 16 •-•Synthesis problem can be described as

the attempt to solve

uin itf sup i6L)M( K_•y " )-1 ). (4.17)

4.5.1.1 IDEAL MODEl, GENERATION

A. described in section 2.2, flying qualities are the primary measures of

performance for a mantial flight control system. For the VISTA F-16 design, a pilot

lateral stick input translates into a stability axis roll rate command, bicoj , ana a pilot

pedal input commands a sideslip angle, [•c,,,. A low order equivalent system fit of the

complementary sensitivity function will therefore drive ihe flying qualities results for

i c; 1



this design. Ani ideal model of the desired aircraft response to pilot inputs can be

formulated from the ideal low order equivalent system transfe.r function parameters.

By forcing the complementary sensitivity fusiction to take the frequency response

shape of this ideal model, flying qualities can be included in the design p~rocess 14.2].
The ideal model for this design has the form:

02

K 2 2 (4.18)

13colS +2C(ýs + 1f D~

licoffl ( i 
f

*where WD represents the desirod Dutch roli frequency. (,D represents the desired

Dutch roll damping, and 'TR represents the desired roll mode timne constant. Tpwo

different sets of those parameters are used to reflect the desilred dynlamicF! at low and

high angle of attack conditions.

4.5.1.2 PERFOLMLANCE WEIGHTING

1-J1. optimization in ri-synthesis provides a direct way of' minimizing the error

between the ideal model and the complementary sensitivity function. A weight,
Wforces this error to be small at frequencies less than 10 rad/s. Th~le performance

weight is synthesized such that the error between the ideal miodel. and the

complementary sensitivity function is bounded by Wp1) if the design achieves a pA of

less than unity. High weightings at low frequencies force the steady state tracking

error to be small. The error hound niust he Light, at frequencies between I and 10
radls, the region that domi nates the transient response of the closed loop system to

pilot commands. If'the performance error is not reduced adeqUateCly in this freCqUency

* region, higher order dynamics will show uip in the transient response, destroying flying

qualities.

4.5.1.3 ACTUATOR WEIGHTING

Actuator dynamics can play a significant role in closed loop performanlce an~d

* robustness. If actuator dynamics are significantly faster than the desired control
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bandwidth, they may be left out of the compensator synthesis problem. This is often

not the case, as it is not with the VISTA F-16. In order to include the domi.'-Int

actuator effects, a third order approximation of actuator dynamics is included in the

outer loop design model. Practical considerations such aý rate saturation, unmodeled

dynamics, and time delays are included by weighting actuater position, rate,

acceleration, and jerk (acceleration rate) through the design weight W'aL. Gener(lized

actuator models and static weights are used in the synthesis model to minimize the

order of the synthesis model. The generalized acLuator model is:

(19.7)(65.0)2
'(s)- ~(s+ 19.7)(s2+2(0.7 1)(W-i.(Is+(65.0)2 2×2 So 111(s) (4.20)

where

PC (4.21)

4.5.1.4 PAIAMETER UNCERTAINTY WEIGHTING

Equalization errors and uncertainty in aerodynamic stability derivatives drive the

requirements for robustness to parametric uncertainties. Robustness to parameter

variations is directly incorporated into the p-synthesis design model through the

weights BA/(1 (ý, and CA(Ms. As described in section 4.4, the inner loop does not do a

perfect job of equalizing the plant. In this design, the internal dynamics of dynamic

inversion consist of the A matrix parameters Yjj, sin(x, and cos(x. By treating these

parameters as uncerLainties in the )A-synthesis design, the overall control system will

be more robust to the relative errors due to cqLUlization. The weighting matrices in

the synthesis model are scaled such that the maximum level ofUt" certainty in the A

matrix is represented as:

AA = BAdjýAdes. (4.22)

A trade-off exists between nominal and robust performance in this p-synthesis

design. Flying qualities requirements dictaLe a t Jht bound on the allowable error

between the ideal model and the comnplenientary sensitivity function. Robust.
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performance and robust stability to parameter uncertainties must be simultaneously
achieved in a design that yields p less than unity. Robust performance, in this case,

means that the tight bound on performance error must be met even in the presence

of these parameter uncertainties. The tight performance bound was formulated to

force nominal performance, but this error bound is too stringent ofa requirement in

the sense of robust performance. It is impossible to reduce p to less than unity when

a large amount of parameter uncertainty is introduced to the problem. The next

logical stop seems to be to relax the performance weight. The problem is that this

causes the flying qualities specifications to be violated at the nominal condition. No

design will be accepted if it cannot meet specs at the nominal condition. The

compromise solution is to dramatically reduce the ernount of parameter uncertainty

introduced in the design model and perform a comprehensive post-design analysis to

ensure that adequate stability and performance robustness has been achieved.

Section 4.7 presents the results of this aialysis.

4.5.2 LOW ANGLE OF A',IrACK OUTER LOOP RESULTS

The ideal model parameters for the low-cx design arc (w1) = 3.0 rad/s, C.) = 071, and

TR = 0.33 seconds. The performance weight is:

(s + 30)
W (s + 0.03) 22(4.23)

The generalized actuators are weighted equally. The generalized actuator position

weight is 1.5x10--:, the rate weight. is 6.0X10-4 , the acceleration weight is 6.0x10-5,

and the acceleration rate weight is 6.0x10. 7 . The parameter uncertainty weights

used in this design are:

BAdes =- [ .1 jand (2Aies~ 0 [ 0. (26 0i1 0 1k (4.24)

Fig. 4.8 shows the final structured singular value upper and lower bounds that

result from the DK-iteratiOn.
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Fig. 4.8 Iow-( .i Bounds for Outer Loop Design

Trre resulting controller is stable and 22nd order. The controller transfer function is

shown in pol/zero form in Appendix 4. Using balanced truncation, the outer loop

controller is reduced to 15th order. This controller order reduction is an iterative

process. First, a balanced realization is found for the full order compensator. The

balanced grammians are then examined to determine if there is any natural drop-off'

in the size oftthe Hankel singulac values. An initial truncation is made and analysis is

performed to check if the structured singular values of the closed loop system have

been significantly perturbed. A new ordcr is chosein based on this analysis and

iterations are continued until the minimal controller order is found that does not

deteriorate the pi bounds. It should be noted that a great deal of effort was not put

into controller order reduction, and other approaches which could yield a lower order

compensator most likely exist. The most promising direction is probably in variations

of frequency weighted balanced truncations. Fig. 4.9 shows the p1 upper and lower

bounds for the system with full and reduced order controllers.
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Fig. 4.9 Low-c p Bounds for Full and Reduced Order Controllers

The reduced order controller transfer function is shown in Appendix 4. '1Tw reduced
order result matches the fufl order result very closely, therefore little or no
degradation of robustness or performance should be expected.

Fig. 4.10 shows the transfer lunction between Ii and J•con fbr the ideal model
(dashed line) and for the closed loop system (solid line) at the design condition. The
magnitude responses match very closely for frequencies less than 10 rad/s.

- -5

-15I

SJJ -I(1

2 0\

10 l)W Il mI.

Fig 4.10 low-(x ji/13,0Ut for Ideal Model a i d Outer Loop i)Design
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Fig. 4.11 shows the transfer function between pt and Ilcom for the ideal model (dashed

line) and for the ' sed 1(hwp system (solid line) at the design condition. The

compensated system matches the desired first order response very closely for

fiequencies less than 10 rad/s.

5

4.).

,~-5

> -Io

.= 15

-251 " 4 .. • , l l...•i, i ;2... • aJ

10) 1 11M 1011 1012

['icq uc cy (rl~tsrc)

Fig. 4.11 i•ikw-(4 /p41',), fbr Ideal Model and (ti!r TLoop Design

Fi.;r,. .•o . 12 and 4. 1:1 qhow linear responses foi unit step commands in sideslip and

sta .llity axis roll ra'.. ".,Alid fines represent the closed loop system response including

full order acttvator modes -vwiii the dashed line represent the response of the ideal

S,.odel. Rc:ults are shown 26br tim de:sign condition as well as fbr test conditions 1-4

G-om 'Table 4.1.
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Fig. 4.13 Low-a R Response at ')vsign and 'Test !kints

Th• •ame response plots show that bhoth Lracking, and response decoupling are

maintained across the low-(t design flight. envelope, demonstrating the succeas of the

equalization in preservi,i, nominal perft)nance.
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4.5.3 HIGH ANGLE OF ATrACK OUTER LOOP RESULTS

The ideal model parameters for the high-(x design are 'D = 1.0 rad/s, 1D 1.0, and

TR = 1.2 seconds. The performance weight is:

0.75(s + 30)
W (S (s4.:(.03) " (4.25)

The generalized actuators are weighted equally. The generalized actuator position
vweight is 1.5<10}3, the rate weight is (i.0,4,04 , the acceleration weight is 6.0x10-5 ,

and the acceleration rate weight is 6.0x10 7 . The parameter uncertainty weights

used in i'-; design are:

[0.1. 0.11 r0.05001
BAHds and (Ads = 0 0.26 0 • (4.26)

Fig. 4.14 shows the final structured singular value upper and lower hounds that

result from the l)K-iteration.

0.9

().7

S070

0.5
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Fig. 4.14 1 figh-a !t Hounds fbr Outer l,oop l)esign

The resulting controller is stable and 22nd order. Using balanced truncation, the

outer loop controller is reduced to 13th order. The fkill and reduced order controller
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transfer functions are shown in Appendix 4. Pig. 4. 15 shows the u tipper and lower
bounds for the system with full and reduced (.rder controllers,

0.9 . ,

0.8

~0.7.

i.0.6

~)0.5

S(3.3-,
S0.24

C)0.1

V -Q I

1 0 1 1 1 1 I C ) 1 1 1 I 1) I2

ircquciicy (raId/c)

Fig. 4.15 High-tx p Bounds for Full and Reduced Order Controllels

The reduced order result matches the full order result very closely, therefore little or
no degradation of robustness or performance should be expected.

Fig. 4.16 shows the transfer function between 0 and ficu. for the ideal model

(dashed line) and for the closed loop system (solid line) at the design cordition. The
magnitude responses match very closely foir frequencies less than 10 rad/s.
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Fig. 4.16 High-cx [V/[cto. ibr Ideal Model and Outer Loop Design

Fig. 4.17 shows the transfer function between Pi and tLC,•1 for the ideal model (dashed

line) and for the closed loop system (solid line) at the design condition. The

compensated system matches the desired first order response very closely for

frequencies less thpn 10 rad/s.
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Fig. 4.17 Hit;,-(x'd p[Ic fr !deal Model and Outer Loop Design
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Fig. 4.18 and 4.19 show linear responses for unit step commands in sideslip and
stability axis roll rate. Solid lines represent the closed loop system response including
full order actuator models while the dashed line represent the response oý the ideal
model. Results are shown for the design condition as well as for test conditions 1-4
from Table 4.2.
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Fig, 4.18 High-ix [ Response at Design and rest Points
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The time response plots show that both tracking and response decoupling are

maintained across the high-x design flight envelope, demonstrating the success of the

equalization in preserving the nominal performance of the central design point.

4.6 CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION

The low-a and high-a controllers must be combined to form a complete full-

envelope control system. A blending parameter, C, can be introduced to create a

transition region in angle of attack,

C= 1 if (o< 12.5

17.5 - (x
C .i 1. if 12.5 cx< 17.5 (4.27)

C=0 if' ( >17.5

The combined low/high-(c desired dynamics and outer loop controllers can now be

represented as a function of the blending parameter,

V = View- + VhighW(1-C) (4.28)

K1 = 1SIlow-(' + I",high.(1-C .(4.29)

The implementation of the outer loop controller is shown in Fig. 4.20. P represents

the equalized system including the control selector and equalization feedbacks.

PCO0II IPcrr PC.

KP T2

Fig. 4,.20 ()uter l,,o) Implencmerntation
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The outer loop compensator accepts inpuits of'sideslip and stability axis roll rate error

and generates a sideslip acceleration and stability axis roll acceleration command

signal.

Fig. 4.21 shows the overall structure of the VISTA F- 16 inner/outer loop controller.

1  a fi n II 81 Pj1

I I

CONTROLLER

Fig. 4.21 1 nner/()uter Loop Controllier

T~he combined controller receives inputs of'sideslip, body axis roll rate, body axis, yaw

rate, sideslip command, and stability axis roll rate comnmand1. The controller

* generates actuator commands for asymmetric flap, asymmetric horizontal tail, aid
rudder deflections. As described earlier, the equalization gains, Keq and the control

selector, CS, are functions of Mach, altitiide, and angle of attach. Tphe ouiter loop
controller, K4ý, is a dynamic comperisator that is a linear fo.nction of angle of attack.

4.7 ROUSUTNESS ANALYSIS

A robustness analysis model, shown in Fi1g, 4.22, is built to reflect the robuistnless

requirements for structured uncertainty, unstructured uncertainty, and performance.
TPhe resulting M-A form block diagramn has inputs and outputs thai. reflect a fictitious

performance block (w, - z I), a struictured uincertainty block (w, - z,,!, r,.y unstructur-ed

uncertainty block at the hiput to the actuiators ( w3 - ,j ), aitd anl un -. iactred
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uncertainty block at the output of the, solsors (W4 -z11). Because of the lack of highly

accurate models for the different uncertainties, analysis is performed considering
ectype separately. This approach allows problem areas and trends in rbsns

to be isolated and identified.

\Vpert

(I W2 )NR )21

Peit, 4.AAbute, nlsioe

4.1LW, ANGL OF A CROUtNSREU S

4.7.1.1- LOWA ANL OFATCKSRCURDUCETI

Structured~~~~~~~ uretit eurmnsfrteVSA i 6ltrldrcinldsg

perturbe stteeqaios

x=(AAA~xi-(~Al ~ + + 4.

wherA

LL2

- - -- - - - - - 5



AY~ 0 0 0 AY8R1

AA =AL ALp AL, AB = ALDT ALNDF ALR (4.31)

SAN ANp AN,. ANLDT AN8LDI AN IR
The structure of the uncertainty can be captured by rewriting the perturbed state

equations as:

x = Ax + Bu + BAAA.Bz 2  (4.32)

Z2 = (.Ax + I)Au , (4. 33)

so when d(AAB) _ 1, the maximum parameter uncertainty in the system matrices is

represented as:

AA = BAC(A AB - BA)A (4.34)

The level of parameter uncertainty is captured by the matrices:

10 0 () 0 0 00000 00
tt=01 0 0 1 0 l 0l 0 1 0)0 10 0J (4.3,5)

00I0 1 1() 1 10 0 1

[AYI 0 01
AXI.I 0 0)

ANI () 0

0 AI1,1 0

k'A 0 AN1  0
0 0 AL,.

0 0 AN,.
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AL8DT 0 0

AN6DT 0 0

0 Al,6DF 0
DA 0 ANsDF 0

0 0 AY6R

0 0 ALSR

0 0 ANR-

The level of uncertainty for a parameter at each operating condition is captured as a

percentage of its nominal value. The uncertainty levels used for stability robustness

analysis are shown in Table 4.3, The values are based upon the accuracy of the

VISTA F-16 aerodynamic database and the uncertainty database described in [4.3].

Table 4.3 Structured Uncertainty Levels

stability derivatives control derivatives

AYp = 0.15 Y11  AY5R = 0.15 Y8R

ALp = 0.10 Lij ALBDT = 0.15 L8DT

ALP = 0.30 L1 ) AL8DF = 0.10 L8DF

ALr = 0.20 L, ALR = 0.40 L6R

ANpi = 0.30 N1  AN8D)T = 0.15 N8DT

ANp = 0.50 NJ) AN6DF = 0.20 N5DF

AN,. = 0.15 N,. AN8R = 0.15 N&R

Stability robustness to structured uncertainties is tested for the central plant and

the fbur test points described in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.23 shows the resulting upper and

lower bounds on the structured singular value.
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Fig. 4.23 Low-(x [I Bounds for Robust Stability to Structured Uncertainty

For all conditions tested, pa is less than one fbr all frequencies. The desired level of

stability robustness to structured uncertainty has been achieved.

4.7.1.2 LOW ANGLE OF ATrACK UNSTRUCTURED UNCERTAINITY

Unstructured uncertainty at the actuator input represents both unmodeled

dynamics and saturation effects. Because structured singular value stability

analysis methods have only recently been widely accepted, little data is available on

what appropriate levels of uncertainty should be, The requirements fbr robustness

for unstructured uncertainty for this design are derived from the classical gain margin

specification of 6 db in each loop. This roughly corresponds to a 500/ inultiplicaw, 'V

uncertainty stability tolerance in individual loops. This requireient is extended to the

case of simultaneous multiplicative perturbations by relaxing the level of uncertaintv

to 30%. Fig. 4.24 shows structured singular value amnlysis results fir the design

condition and test points 1-4 using

0.3 04.38)
Waict [ () 0.3 (1 (43$)

W ac0 0.3
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Fig. 4.24 Low-(x pJ Bounds for Unstructured UncertainLy at Plant Input

The desired level of robustness has been achieved to unstructured uncertainty at the

plant input for all conditions tested. Analysis also reveals a trend, the lower dynamic

pressure test cases exhibit lower levels of robustness for this type of uncertainty.

The steady degradation of robustness is a result of higher feedback gains that are
required for plant equalization at low dynamic pressure conditions.

Levels of unstructured uncurtainty at the sensor output are driven by the quality

of information available in each sensor channel. The body axis rotational rates can

be measured by gyros which are precise and reliable. A sideslip signal, on the other
hand, normally must be estimated or reconstructed usi g complementary filtering,

rJicer•ta•nty in the s•u,'id p iic.masuremnent is t•he driving requirement for robustness

analysis at the plant output. Structured singular value analysis is performed for a

10% multiplicative uncertainty in body axis rotational rate signals and a 40%

multiplicative uncertainty in sideslip measurement.

[0.4 0 0
W•i = 0) 0.1 0 (4.39)

( 00 0.1

The results fior the design condition and tLest points 1-4 are shown in Fig. 4.25.
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Fig. 4.25 Low-a o Bounds for Unstructured Uncertainty aLt Plant Output

The desired level of robustness has been achieved to unstructured uncertainty at the
sensor outputs for all conditions tested. Fig. 4.25 shows that the same reduction of
robustness margins at low ,uynamic pressures is present in the output uncertainty
analysis as it is with input uncertainty analysis.

4.7.1.3 LOW ANGLE OF AWrACK ROBUST PERFORMANCE

"Performance robustness is defined for this problem as achieving a small relative
error between the ideal model and the actual response ini the presence of
uncertainties in aerodynamic parameters. The level of structured tincertAiixty
included in this analysis is reduced from that used for robust stability ualySis. Th'
stability robustness analysis uncertainties were chosen to be worst case tects of

cioseu loop stability. it is noL reasonable it( expec' periorfnnma'c r'titshness to t iw
same worst case set. l'erformaince robustness analysis is performied usitig
structured uncertainty levels of 25',1,, the size of those shown in Table 4 2 The
performance weight, Wp,,rr, used for this analysis is not the same as the weight used

for control synthesis. That design weight was choseni with other coinsde.atztos in
mind, namely good nominal performance. The inverse of the perlorimaice weight,
shown in Fig. 4.26, bounds the all owable error betweeni Lhk anal ysis riv del id the
ideal irthle( in the presence of.Ast nickitred uwcert;aitit i,.
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Fig. 4.26 Performance Error Bound for Robustness Analysis

The performance weight dictates that the steady state error to commands must be
less than 10%. Fig. 4.27 shows the results of performance robustness analysis for

the design point and test point; 1-4.
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The structured singular vaiues are less than unity for all frequencies, so performance
robust.'ess has been achieved for all conditions tested.

4.7.2 HIGH ANGLE OF ATIrVACK ROBUSTNESS Fr -,ILTS

4.7.2.1 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK STRUCTURED UNCERTAINTY

Stability robustness to structured uncertainties is tested for the high-ux central

plant and the four test points described in Table 4.2. The levels of uncertai.ty in
Table 4.3 are used for the analysis. Fig. 4.28 shows the resulting upper and lower
hounds on the structured singular value.

I -

0(.8 #

- 0.2 #-
42central

S0. 1 10 I)I 2)"" 0i

I( 2 1 I 11( 1 2

(rad/scc)

Vfg. 4.28 High-a [I Bounds 1br Robust Stability to Structured Oncertainty

For ali conditions tested p1 is less than one for all f'requencies. The desired level of'

stability robustness to strctured u.ncertinty has been achieved.

4.7.2.2 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK UNSTRUCTURED UNCERTAINTY

Robustness to a 30% per' irbation at the actuator input is tested. Fig. 4.29 shows
structured singular value analysis results for the central plant and high-(x test points

1-4.
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Fig. 4.29 High-a ji Bounds for Unstructured Uncertainty at Plant Input

The desired level of robustness to uncertainty at the plant input has been achieved.

Fig. 4.30 shows the results of robustness analysis for a 10% uncertainty in roll and
yaw rate measurements and a 40% uncertainty in sideslip measurement.

0.9
"7 0.8

S4#3
0.7

"3 0.6 #2

0" 0.5
0i 0.4 ,
0 l.3

10.2
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Fig. 4.30 High-a p. Bounds for Unstructured Uncertainty at Plant Output
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For all conditions tested, the desired level of robustness to output uncertainties has

been easily achieved for the central plant and the four test cases.

4.7.2.3 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK ROBUST PERFORMANCE

Robust performance analysis is performed for the high-(x central and test points

using the same weights and levels of structured uncertainty described in section
4.7.1.3. Fig. 4.31 shows the results of this analysis.

0(.9 - #3

o0.8 '> #2

.. 0.7
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Fig. 4.31 High-cx p B•ounds for Performance Robustness

The flight control system miintains good steady state tracking and satisfactory

flying qualities in the face of uncertainties in aerodynamic and control derivatives.

4.7.3 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF LOW/HIGH-(x BLENDING

The -ýontroller blending introduced in section 4.6 creates a potential stability
problem. While it has been proven that the low-(x and high-tx flight conditions are

stabilized by their respective controllers, nothing has been demonstrated about the

stability properties of the blending. Eqs. (4,28) and (4.29) can be rewritten such that

the stability of the control blending becomes an uncertainty problem which can be
solved with structured singular value methods. Redefine the blending parameter as
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C=0.5(1+ A), where A=81, and dA)<1 (4.40)

The desired dynamics and outer loop controller can now be represented as a function

of the uncertain diagonal repeated block A.

V = 0.5 (Vhigh.(x + Viow-a) + 0. 5 A(Vhigh.•x - Vlow-a) (4.41)

KP = 0 5 ('•,high.(x+ lS'ow.a) + O. 5A(K[Ilahigh.a- Yý,t1lw-a) (4.42)

Fig. 4.32 shows the robustness analysis model for control blending.

0.5('Kphigh a- KAtiow

0.5(K•xhigh (x K lowa) CS cG

O0.(( high (x + V low ot )

Fig. 4.32 IowiAigh-( Blending Robustness Model

If the system can tolerate a A with au infinity norm less than unity, the control

blending is guaranteed riot to destabilize the closed loop system for any value of C
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between 0 and 1, Fig. 4.33 shows the results of structured singular value analysis for

the ten flight conditions described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

S0.8 -

> 0.7

0.6
P, 0.5 12.6 < (x<20

-0 0.41-

(0.3-

10.2-
r• ().1

1(y- 1Wl
Frequency (rad/s)

Fig. 4.33 Low/High-a Blending Robustness Results

The control blending is guaranteed not destabilize the system for any point tested.
Notice that peaking occurs in the stuctured singular value plot for conditions where

angle of attack is less than 12.6 degrees and greater than 20 degrees. In the region

including angle of attack from 12.6 to 20 degrees, the structured singular values are

very well behaved. The blending region described in section 4.6 should provide a

smooth transition between the low- and high-a controllers.
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4.8 NONLINEAiR ANALYSIS

Iii order to hejudged accepthibe, a manual flight. co)ftrol~syst~eimITust. not onlIy

mect the linear designi criteria, it. must. exhibit. satisfactory propcerties in a dynaml-ic

nonlinear simnulation environiment.. A sot ofrnonlinear evaluation manuevers is

created to test. die ability of the control system to handle large amplitude and rapidly

changing inputs. These manuevers are performed at a 'range of flight coniditions

including both lo~w and high angles of attack. Tracking performance and response

decoupling are t he pr~iniary mecaso res of m-erit during thiese iawnueversý.

4.8.1 CONVENTIONAL MANEUVERS

(1) Loaded Roll

Tphe aircraR is banked 60) dog b) the right and loaded to) N-6 g's5. While

maintaining the g loading, at roll is execuLted at 60-1 20 dug/s to bring thme

air'-raft, to (50 deg left hank. The aircraft is then unloaded and the vehlicle is

rolled back to wings level. Fig. 4.34 shows a loaded roll maneuver. Fig. 4.388

shows the time histories For at loaded roll per-formed from a starting condition of

Mach 0.7 and ifltitude 20,000 feet, an off design point. The timle response plots

show that tracking perfbrmarice is maintained for large amplit ude commands.

Sideship i~i regulaited to leiSs thimL I degree during the hlighly couIpled maneuver.

* ~(2) H-igh Rate Roll

A l arge amplitudc stability aXIS -1 toll rte tipuLt. is appli ed to roll the aircraft

through :(W0 dug. 11 ig. 4.85shlo w'ý a high rate roll performed La! Maclh 0.0 and altituide

20,000) feet. Tlhe timie response plots in F~ig. 4.,19 show that For at 250 dug/s stability

axis roll rate command, good tracking and response decoupling are, maintained. Tphe

maxim-um siduslip Is less than 2.5 dug.

(3' Steady Sideslip

A I deg/s mides i p conlmmand is applied until a Sidesl ip of' I0 dog iS alchieved. 'Il'he

command is thien reversed to bring the aircraft to 10 detg sidesl ip in the oppos ite,

direction. Fig. 4:36 ,4itows a st~eadyv sideuslIip mnatmi evor performied at Maclh 0 .6 '11)d
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altitude 20000 feet. The time responses in Fig. 4.40 show that the siduslip command

is accurately tracked while a wings level attitude is maintained. Notice that at 10 deg

sideslip, the rudder is close to position saturation.

(4) Turn Reversals

Large amplitude roll commands are applied to rapidly bring the aircraft. to 60

deg left roll angle, then to 60 deg right roll angle, hack to 60 deg left., and then to wings

level. Fig. 4.37 shows a turn reversal manuever performed at Mach 0.6 and altitude

20,000 feet. The time responses in Fig. 4.41 show that the rapidly changing hrge

amplitude stability axis roll rate commands test the ability of the contro! system to

provide tracking and turn coordination while avoiding actuator saturations. 'The peak

sideslip during this manuever is less than 3.0 deg.

'1i

____________________________
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4.8.2 HIGH ANGLE OF A&1VI'ACK MANEUVERS

(1) High-aI High Rate Roll

A large amplitude stability axis roll rate input, is applied to roll the aircraft

through 360 dog. Fig. 4.42 shows a high rate roll perfOrmed at Mach 0.3, altitude
25,000 feet, and 2'3 deg angle of attack. The arrow in this figure indicates the

aircraft's velocity vector. The time response plots in Fig. 4.44 show that. for a 45

dog/s stability axis roll rate command, good tracking and response decoupling are
maintained. The maximum sideslip is less tWian 4.1 deg. Notice that the rudder rate

and position saturates at the beginning of this maneuver and asymmetric flaps also)

rate saturate. These limits are enco•utered because of the physical limitations of' the

vehicle at elevated angles of attack. It is important to note that the control system

does not drive tlie system unstabl, when t1hese sati.rationMI occtr.

(2) High-(x Steady Sideslip

A 1 deg/s sideslip command i3 cpplied until a sideslip of 10 deg is achieved. The

command is then reversed to bring the aircraft back to 0 deg sideslip. Fig. 4.43 shows

the aircraft during a steady sideslip maneuver performed at Mach (1.3, altitude

25,000 feet, and 2:3 deg angle of attack. p'lhe time responses in Fig. 4.45 show that

the sideslip command is accurately tracked while a wings level attitude is maintained.

Notice that. at 10 dog sideslip, the maximum control deflection takes place in

asymmetric flaps rather than rudder. T his is because at high angles of attack, a

sideslip or stability axis yaw requiires a body axis roll.
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Fig. 4.42 High-cx High Rate Roll Maneuver
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4.9 CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEAINED

This example denmonstratesan application of dyiianiic ivers.iin and structured

singular value synthesis to a manual flight control prol)lem for the VISTA F- 16. '['he

design is performed u~sing the inner/outer loop control methodology described in section

3. Detailed linear and nonlinear analysis shows that the resulting control Ilaws

provide the desired performance and robustness across a wide flight envelope.

A number of lessons learne(l can he derived from the experiencce of designing

lateral control laws for the VISTA '- 1IG. 1)ynamnic inversion is a useful atpproach

which eliminates the need for gain scheduling, but it may yield poor' results if'applied

naively. The selection of the desired dynamics has a significant effect on the overall

robustness of' a design. The relationship between the desired dynlamics and

robustness is a topic worthy of, 'irther research. Another lesson learned is that it is
difficult to include a high level of robLustness in the p-synthesis design model and still

achieve a high performance control law. Tlhlis is due primarily to two ftictors: physical

limitations due to trade-offs between perfo'rmance and robustness, and the

conservatism that comes with representing real perturbations as complex in the

design model. Fortunately, control laws designed using a reduced uncertainty set

provide satisfactory levels of robustness.
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APPENDIX 4

All of the linear models included in the appendix are given ini the Cbrm:

Y1j sin( -Cos(x 1 YdyI' Y8DF Y6R 1

A = L13 lj I,,. , 1 = . r 1,6 , 1,8R (A4. 1)

L N1 1 NI) N, J L N,5jyp' N8DF N81 i

LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK DESIGN AND ANALYSIS M TI'RICES

The state space representation of the low-(x ce(ntral model is:

= -1.6885e-0 1 7.59,19e-0 2 -9 .9 5 2 3 e-0) 1
N.e1tra I -2.7692e+01 -2.3750v 00 1.714 1e-0 I (A4.2)

6.6973e+00 -6.649:2--02 -3.9717e-0]

F2.3384v-02 :3.7619e-03 2.5281e-0 2 1
kCvntraI = -2.2464(+ 01 -2.9507e,+01 6.0951e+00 (A4.3)

-2.3973e+00o -5.2764e-01 -2.6622e+0 0 "

The LQR gain matrix described in section 4.4.2 is:

KIýQ .8.3248e-01 1.7221e-01 1.0251e-01 1
KL = L -2.66:30100 1.1084cu-01 2 .0 8 20c+00] (A4.4)

The low-(x desired dynamics four the dynamic inversion calculations are

[-2.6860e(+01 -2.5472e+(00 6.89000-02 !ii
Viow = 9.:1603V400 -1.7733o-01 -2.4792o.+00 (A4.5)

low-(x test point 411 is:

F-8. 8987v-02 2.1 908o- 01 -9. 7390(-0 1 1. 1,522(!-02 3.1 H06(!-04 1. 3882e-02
A:[ -1.6061 e+0 1 -1.(0773•-+00 3.2838ev-111 -7.0,100ei-00 -1.0173e+01 2.3680+01()

2.1102t+00 -8.5482(,-02 -2.21 k--011 -7.5749e-01 -9.0969e-02 -9.3736e-01

(A4.6)
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low-or test point #2 is:

[ -. 4 t -01 1.0824e-01 -9.9214,v-01 1 1.8 6 2 8 u.02 1. 7 7 8 ,he- 0 : '2.0363,,.02 1
A -2.1711u+01 -1.9 6 3 0c-00 2.1997e-01 B 1.505 iv o1 -2.047(,6vie 1 1.4939c,-())()

4.6980e+00 -7.4018c-02 -3.3259% 01 .J -1.7052et0O 3.12,15o-0(1 I 8392v1 00

(A4.7)

low-u test point #3 is:

F -2.0556e-01 6.2737e-02 -9.9570c- ()1I 2.7;86e-(2 5.281(6v-03 3.0934.v-02 1
A. -;3.0469c+01 -2.8680e+00 1.6159e-()0 B1- -2.7016e+()I -3.SO66c+O1 7.38,43. 0(o

8.0291e+o(0 -6.9031e-02 *.1.79190 (01 -2.90 0 f5ie (1 fi.6770v 01 3.22.1,. 0

(AM1.8)

low-ox test point #4 is:

F_-2.8053e-0 1 3.6571e-02 -9.966(i2e,-01 [ 3.54l 3 0v.-0 2  7.3 199e-03 4.4.502e-02
A -3.9901e+01 -4.01199e+00 9.0623),.-02 B. -:3.7744, --01 -. ,9716ci.01 1.1870-vt01

1.1859vcO01 -(.3609u.02 6.1759v0(11 -,1.,4520ev-00 -1.0145+0() 5.4764evi-0

(A4.9)

HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK I)ESIGN AND ANALYSIS MATRICES

The state space representation of the high-u. central model iSI:

-5.92(i2e 02 3 .95'12v0,. -9. 16 55 v- 0 1
-1. 1812vi' 01 02.59. ,. 01 5.6269, -01 (A4. 10)
5.0798u-0 1 -8.4359v,02 -1.8858(-01

6. 9 3 9(4v 03: -1 'I)., 03 1 2 77,' 02
lc,.,)t,, :: , I 7 ): ," v )10 0 .I .1(;. l ( ) -t I vf0 ."'.l 7, )( ) (A 4 .1 1)

-l.9l 9tic-() I 0752 (1 01 5.2.91(f,. 01

leqi{ gaiW 1 .i• ,x dicscribod in S(i.i(n s u .4., i-4:

-3.4574e+00 2.44 I I .. (1 8.+ 81.1)5-0 (A412)
L -8.1359c+0() I. 18, f)c-( 1 41.8183c+0A4
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The high-cx desired dynamics for the dynaamic inversion calculations are.

-8.3546e+00 -2.7013~c+00 4.4:374e-0 :1A413
Vhigh L 8.6438e+00 -2.0331e-01 -5.0069e+00 (A4.13)

* bhigh-c test point #1 is:

F -7.2864e-02 5.0042e-01 -8.6.8Se.-01 1 9.6636e-03 -1.7647e-03 1.6596c-021
A -8.8073e+00-1.5020e-01 1.0335e+0I0 B1 -3.9347e+00 -2.7200e+00 1.0163e+00|

-6.2957e-01 -1.1955e-O1 -2.5384e-01 .1.1366e-01 1.4606e-01 -4 .4164e-0 I

(A4.14)

high-(x test point #2 is:

F-7.7420v-02 3 .4 24 7e-Ol -9.3725e.01 - 1.3011c- 0 2 -2 .1880e-03 2.0275e-02 1
A -2.6269e.01 -5,0772e-01 7.1424e-01 B -9.2229e+00 -9.8389e+00 2.0911e+00

1.4662e+00 -1,1973e-01 -2 .86 4 8e-01l -6.0950e-01 1.3102e-01 -1.1832e+00J

(A4.15)

high-(x test point #3 is:

F= -. 058+e-01 3. 4 259-. -9.3672e-01 1 F 1.9012e-02 -4.112 97e-03 2.9336e-021
9-37254c+01 -7.6492e-01 1.0747e+00 -1.7573e+01 -1.6894e+01 3.7761e+00

9.9705e-01 -1.8026e-01 -4.3 128e-01 JL-1. 1659t,+00 2.5008e-0 1 -2.'2423e-+ ')0 J

(4 (A16)

high--x test point #4 is:

[-3.6933Ie-02 5.0019e-U1 -8.6457e-0I1 9.0561c-U3 -3. 1149e-03 1.168M e-021
A=[-i.2679o+01 -1.7145c-01 i.1820.e+00 B=D -7.9796e+00 -5.4067e+00 2.2032e+0Vo

2.0841e.+00 -I,3696e-01. -2 .9045e-01Jl -1.7620e-01 3.1292e-01 -9.5343e-01

(A4.17)
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OUTER LOOP CONTROLLER MATRICES

The full and reduced order outer loop co,'trollers have the following form:

numl1 num22
Inum2 I nuin22 J

K1, - den (A4.18)

where

num = K(s + zj)(9 4 z2 )...(s + z11.l)(s + zn) (A4.19)

and

den (s + pl)(s + p2)... (s + ±s - P). (A4.20)
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Table A4.1 Full Order Low-cx Outer Loop Controller

numil J num12 nurn21 hum22I den
K (P22) 2.5721e+03 -8.3453e+01 4.6524e+01 4.0843e+03 -6.9474e+02
z2 1 (P21) -6.9474e+02 -6.9443e+02 -6.9477e+02 -6,9444e+02 -6.9469e+02
z20 (P20) -6.9469e+02 -6.9469e+02 -6.9468e+02 -6.9469e+02 -6.9469e+02
z19 (p19) -6.9469e+02 -6,9469e+02 -6.9469e+02 -6.9469e+02- -6.9469e+02
z18 (P18) -9.065'1e+01 -8.9410e+01 -8.8507e+01 -4.6643e+-01+ -9.0650e+-01

4.5350e+01iI
z17 (P17) -4.7124e+O1+ -4.9275e+O1+ -4.3328e+01 -4.6643e+01- -8.9090e+01

4.5254e+O Ii 4.5883e+01i +4.5444e4-01i 4.5350e+0 1i

z16 (P16) -4.7124e+01- -4.9275e+i-1 -4.3328e+0l- -8.9090e+01 -2.09714+0l+
4.5254e+O Ii 4.5883e+01i 4.5444e+Oli 2.5276e+O1i

z15 (P15) -2.0982e.+01+ 6.5960e-01+ -1.0606e+00 -1.9293e+01 -2.0971e+01-
2.5265e+0 Ii 2.6938e+01i +4.4836e±O01i 2.5276e+0 i

z14 (P14) -2.0982e+01- 6.5960e-01- -1.0606e+00- -5.5413c+00+ -b.4138e+O0h
2.5265e+0 1i 2.6938e+0 1i 4.4836e+01i 1.0974e+o Ii 1.0886e+01i

z 13 (P 13) -1.6045e+01 -1.5847e+01+ -3.2032c+01 -5.5413e+00- -5.4138e+00-
1.7131c+OOi 1.0974e+O 1i 1.0886e+01i

z12 (P12) -1.6385e+01 -1.5847e+01- -1.8881e+01 -1.2267e+01+ -1.6021e+01
1.7131e+00i +1.2690e+01i 2.0950e+00i

z1 1 (p11) -5.301. le+00+ 1.6723e+00+ -1,8881e-i-01- -1.2267e+01- -1.1339e+01
4.2606e+-00i 4.9997e+00i 1.2690e+01i 2.0950e+00.O

z10 (p10) -5.301le+00- 1.6723e+00- -1.6102e+O1 -5.5771c+00+ -9.7888c-+00
4.2606e+00i 4.9997e+00i 1.2845e+00i

z9 (pg) -1.4013e+00+ -3.8339e+00+ -5.3073e+00 -5.5771e+00- -4.7406e+00
3.4410e+00i 1.4163e+00i +4.2694c+00i 1.2845e+00i

z8 (P 8) - 1 .4013e+00- -3.8339e+00- -5.3073e+00- -2.6205e+00 -1.8338e+00
_ _ 3.4410e+00i 1.4163e+00i 4.2694e+00i

z7 (p7) --4..8380e+00 -1.8380e+00 -1.8380e+00 -1.8380e+00 -.1.8380e--0()
z6 (P6) -1.8379ei-00 -1.8292e+00 -1.8380e+00 -1.8365e -00 --8.2088e-04+

1.8614e-04i
z5 (P5) -7.3952e-04 1.1408e-02 -7.0672o-04 -2.3573c-03 -8.2088e-04-

1 .8614e-04i

z4 (P4) -0,ooa, -02 -7.6 71e-,3 -7. ". 0 55 0 f -71V9 ,e- -3.5406e- 04__4_(P4'_ 1.5362e-,7i -7.63 _ e-_-7. _1 ____ _________0 _

z3 (p3) -3.5229e-02- -3.5464e-02 -3.5228e-02 -7,1055e-03 -3.5229e-02
1.5362e-07i _

z2 (P 2 ) -7.1054e-03 -7.1055e-03 -3.5229e-02 -3.5236e-02 -7.1055e-03

zl (Pt) -7.1055e-03 -3.5229e 02 -7.106le-03 -3.5229e-02 -7.1055e-03
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TIabl~e A4 .2 Fulli ()rd.'c IihOu ;txr L oop(' ft)lr

K (p26) 1.4266o+*02~ T1 WTT~ -. 73e90 3.5'74ie-.00 37500e402 A.4 iou+02
z 2 5 (P25) -4.'660.,+02 -476Mi6e+02 -4.7660d(+02 -4.'7655L,+02 -1.00 12e+02

Z24 (P24) -4.7659e8+02 -4.7(i59e.±02 -4.7659e+02 -4.7659e-4-02 -9.9999e+0 I
Z23 (P23)I -4.76359e+02 -4.69e0 759+02 -4.7659e±02 f-4.7Cýý+ ý 59ei02
Z22 (P22) -1.00 12e+02 -l.0001e+0-2 .-1.0002ce+02 -4.7346e+04 -4-1659e+024-

21 P 21) 4.799c-O 4- 5.824c-Ol -5204,ýiOli-4.7:146e0. 1. -74 .59e-i-02-
________4.51 64eq-0 li 4.67(0)2e4(0 11 4.662:3vi- I i 4.5237o ý() I i 1.6640v- 101i

Z2 0 (P20) -476i99c-() 71-* -5.3824c+0 1- -5.2048c.+*0I- -9.9999e i-( - 1. 1082c+0)1+
_____ '.5 164e,+Oli 4.6702,0+011 4.G0(2:it 1 0. 1h 1.1 ± Ii-

z1 9 ~~9) 1. 1 09fe-+() l+ 4.178'I4 M0 ) .80 0 D tR 01( 1*.76lio . 1082-4,0
_________1.5 150o±O li 2.7672v0( 11 Lf .1 28~~i) I i

.18 (P 18) 71.1065 + 0- 4.' B.Iic+ -2.,88+ 14t~e~ 2. 2c0
______1.5150e±-Oli 2,767""0+011

z 1 7 (P 17) -2.3745e+01 -2.378 ItŽ±0l j-1. 1245ti-01-+ -31.6793cis Git -1..5-4 14e+01
______ _____ I1.25 1 (it-i-.01i 7 .72,390-4-00

Z16 (PIO -1.5,80i-Ol -9.8520+( 1. 124 5e+0 I- -:3.6793e,+00 868o±0
_______2.5888e+00i Ii 1.2!: I Go-i( 0I1 7.72129c0.LOi 7 7 075uc±O0i

Z 15 (Pin) -1.11 96ei() I -9,8520c±+00- .1 .580(kw 401 -9.00 1 (hA-(]Os -3.(3829c+00-
______2-.5 '888e-+00i 2.98 29e+±O)i 7,707"c±OO0

z 14 (P 14) -3.330 1 e+-0+ -3.2448(!1001. -2.992'7le4004. -9.0016e-400- -8.1682co+OO+0
2.9883e+00i 6.51 10e+(,01 9.2275e-i-0i 2.9329o+O0i 2.42 18e+xO-Oi

Z1.3 (P13) -3.330 1 1-00- -3.21448 c+ 0 0- -2.9927o+±00- -5-0965c+00 -8. 1682e+O0-
* ~ 2.9883e±OOL 6.51 lOeu400i 9.2275e+001 2.4218c±O0i

z 12 (P 12) -3.563412±00± -5.9,327o+00 -,3.5-404e+00-+ -4.60j48C400 -2.0084,-400
2.9423c()O--00 9 .- - - '17'7(! u[O0i....... .

z11 (pi i) -3.56,34c+00-1 -21.0469t-00 -8I4-'00- 5bep -3.0"'N 1 ol±0( i-
2.94 23(e+ofi~ .5 4AY 0 67 v±0 5 04; )(;h

S10 (p io) -5.0:M(;c+00 -2.9W189u-W() -8i.08,~isvI u0 1 28, 1 0 1 2. i)53 T
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Table A4.3 Reduced Order Low-a Outer Loop Controller

numll numl2 nlum21 num22 _den
"K -9.1780e-03 -1.3913e-04 -5.2125e-04 -7.9018e-06

z15 (P15) 2.8279e+05 -5.9748e+05 9.1881e+04 5.1692e+08 -7.0782e+02
z14 (P14) -6.9539e+02 -7.1262e+02 -6.6096e+02 -7.0782e+02 -6.9537e+02
z13 (P13) -8.7801e+01 -8.1199e+O1 -1.2255e+02 -4.6590e+01+ -8.7837e4,01

I__ _ 4.6480e-i-Oli
z12 (P12) -4.5073e+014 -4.8789e+O1+ -3.7043e+O1 -4.6590e+01- -8.1139e+O1

4.5590e+O 1i 4.6977e+01i +5.4802e+01i 4.6480e+01i
Z11 (Pih) -4.5073e+01- -4.8789e+01- F-3.7043e+01- -8.1139e+01 -2.1317e+O1+

4.5590e+01i 4.6977e+01i 5,4802e+01i 2.4341e+01i
z10 (Plo) -2.1323e+01+ 6.7676e-01+ -8.9503e-O1 -5.4933c+00+ -2.1317e+01-

2.4620e+O 1i 2.6868e+01i +4.4605e+O Ii 1.1069e+O 1i 2.4641e+01i
z9 (p9 ) -2.1323e+01- 6.7676e-01- -8.9503e-01- -5.4933e+00- -5.3710e+00+

2.4620e+O1i 2.6868e+01i 4,4605e+01i 1.1069e+01i 1.0982e+01i
z8 (P8) -5.0555e+00+ 1.7480e+00+ -1.7632e+01+ -1.2468c+01 -5.371.0e+00-

3.6437e+00i 5.0408e+00i 1.7084e+01i 1.0982e+01i
z7 (P7) -5.0555e+00- i.7480e+00- -1.7632e+01- -4.6269e+00+ -5.2005e+00+

3.6437e+00i 5.0408e+00i 1,7084e+01i 1.7637e+00i 9.0751.e-O0i
z6 (P6) -1.4084e+-004 -3.3998e+00+ -5.2133e4-00 -4.6269e+00- -5.2005e+00-

3.4439e+00i 1.2372e+00i +3.7099e+00i 1.7637e+00i 9.0751e-01i
z5 (P 5 ) -1.4084e+00- -3.3998e+00- -5.2133e+00- -2.5910e+00 -3,3248e-02

3.4439e+00i 1.2372e+00i 3.7099e+00i
z4 (P4) -3.3212e-02 1.1408e-02 -3.3213e-02 -8.9760e-03 -8-2088e-04+

1.8614e-04i

z3 (P3) -8.9757e-03 -8.9639e-03 -8.9752e-03 -2.3573e-03 -8.2088e-04-
1.8614e-04i

z2 (P2) -7.3952e-04 -3.3448e-02 -7.1275e-03 -7.1710o-03 -7.1273e-03
I Zi (Pl) -7.1264e-03 -7.6699e-03 -7.0672e-04 -3.3218e-02 -8.9744e-03
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Table A4.4 Reduced Order High-cx Outer Loop Confroll.r

num11 num12 nun212l hum22J den
K -2.0973e-04 4.4100e-03 2 -03 -5.7849e-02 M12_ 2,

z 12 (P12) 9.0175e+05 3.7884e+03 2.4920e+03 8.1013e+03 -9.3515e+02
zl, (P11) -8.2919e+02 -6.9228e+02 -6.7712e÷02 -9.339le+02 -8.2879C-e402
z1o (plo) -5.5991e+01 -5.4575e+01 -5.0619e+01 -2.0911 e+0 1+ -7.9852e+004-

__1.1223e+Oi I 1.7716e+oli
z9 (p9) -8.0142e+00+ 5.405 lC+00+ 3.6931 e+01 -2.091 1e+0 I- -7.9852e+00-

1.7728e+01i 2.6664e+0 Ii 1.1 223e+0 Ii 1.7716e+01i
z8 (P8) -8-0142e+00- 5.4051e+00- -5.3105e+00+ -3.9823e+00+ -3,9741e+00+

1,7728e+01 i 2.6664e+0 Ii 1.4401e+O1i 8.1873e+00i 8.1974e+00i
z7 (P7) -6.3423e+00 -3.1426e+00+ -5,3105e+00- -3.9823e4-00- -3.9741e+00-*

7.0307e+00i 1.4401 e+( 1i 8,1873e+00i 8. 1974e+00i
z6 (P6) -2,3853e+00+ -3.1426e+00- -4.1728e+00+ -2.4193e+00+ -2.1405e+00

2.9159e+00i 7.0307e+00i 6.0155e+00i 6.6166e-0 Ii
z5 (P5) -2.3853e+00- -1.6954e+00 -4. 1728e+00- -2.4193e+00- -2,6792ec02

2.9159e+00i 6.0155e i00i 6.6166e-01i
z4 (P4) -2.6804c-02 -2.7193e-02 -2.5690e-03 -2.6817e-02 -5, 8 955e-03
z3 (pN) -2.5794c-03 -2.7396e-03 -5.9017e-03 -2.5795e-03 -2.0841e-04
z2 (P2) -5.8947e-03 -5.9283e-03 -.2.6786e-02 -5.9316e-03 -.7.6053e-05
z1 (p1) -2.0863e-04 2.0155e-04 -1.9525e-04 -1.1195e-04 -2.5715e-03
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5 SUPERMANWUVERABLE F-18 DESIGN

This section presents the design of a full envelope flight control system for a

supermaneuverable F-18 aircraft. The purpose of the design is to take advantage of

advanced linear control design techniques while addressing practical

implementation issues. A description of the aircraft model is presented, followed by

detailed descriptions of the flight control system design and analysis. The specific

numbers used in the design are indicated in Appendix 5.

5.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION

The supermaneuverable aircraft model described in this section is based upon

a modified version of the F-18 aircraft. The supermaneuverable aircraft is a twin

engine fighter aircraft with a moderately swept wing, twin canted vertical tails, and

a large leading edge root extension. Leading and trailing edge flaps are used to

control the wing camber for maximum maneuvering performance throughout the

flight envelope. The horizontal tail is located below the wing to provide increased

longitudinal stability at high angles of attack. The twin vertical tails provide

positive directional stability beyond maximum trimmed angles of attack. An F-18

aircraft is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The aircraft model is augmented with two-dimensional thrust vectoring

nozzles that provide pitch and yaw moments when deflected symmetrically and a

ro!! moment when deflected asymmetrically. The aerodynamic control inputs to the

aircraft dynamics are the elevators, the ailerons, the rudders, and the leading and

trailing edge flaps. The aerodynamic surfaces are useful at normal flight

n!, wh t e lequae aerodynaic cUIILIok surface efectiveness. The
thrust vectoring inputs are useful at high angle of attack, low dynamic pressure
operating conditions, where the traditional aerodynamic control effectiveness is

,inadequate. The pilot inputs include a control stick and rudder pedals.
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Fig. 5.1 F-18 Aircraft

5.1.1 NONLINEALR MODEL

The aircraft model is a nonlinear FORTRAN model. The model consists of
separate modules describing the atmosphere, nonlinear equations of motion,
aerodynamics, engines including thrust vectoring nozzles, variable geometry inlets,

sensors, and actuators which include rate and position limits. The high-fidelity
model was developed in [5.1], which gives more detail than presented here. This
section is presented for completeness; however, it is only a summary of the model
description given in [5.1]. The nonlinear model structure of the supermaneuverable

aircraft is the same as the F-16 model structure shown inl Fig. 4.2.

The central component of the nonlinear model contains the six.degree-of-

freedom aircraft equations of motion given by eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). A complete
description of the equations of motior and atmospheric cormponents is given in
section 2.1. The primary inputs to the equations of motion are the forces and
moments generated by the aerodynamic, propulsion, and inlet systems. The

primary outputs are the state variables of the aircraft.
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The aerodynamic actuator component of the nonlinear model transforms

actuator commands into aerodynamic surface positions. There are five pairs of

aerodynamic surfaces: three pairs for active control and two pair scheduled for

optimum performance. The ailerons, rudders, and elevators are used for stability

augmentation and flight path manipulation. The leading and trailing edge flaps are

scheduled versus angle of attack, Mach number, and dynamic pressure to provide

optimal lift-to-drag ratio, improve high angle of attack stability, and alleviate air

loads on the wing during high-g maneuvers. All aerodynamic surfaces are powered

by hydro-mechanical servo-actuators. The leading edge flaps use rotary hydraulic

drive motors to power mechanical actuators while all other surfaces use linear

piston actuators. The dynamic models of the aerodynamic surface actuators and

corresponding position and rate limits are given in Appexidix 5. The resulting

aerodynamic surface positions from the actuator models are input to the

aerodynamic model.

Baseline aerodynamic data are obtained from wind tunnel and flight test

data covering Mach numbers ranging from 0.2 to 2, altitudes from sea level to

60,000 feet, and angles of attack and sideslip ranging from -12 to 90 degrees and -20

to 20 degrees respectively. Thrust vectoring-induced aerodynamic data are obtained

from nonaxisymmetric nozzle wind tunnel tests and predictive jet interference

analytical methods. Linear 2xtrapolation is used to define aircraft properties

outside of the ranges of the wind tunnel/flight test model. The aerodynamic data are

contained in tabular format and linear interpolation is used for traditional force and

moment aerodynamic coefficient build-up. Thrust vectoring-induced aerodynamic

effects contributions are added to static and dynamic baseline aerodynamic

coefficients to obtain total aerodynamic coefficients. The total coefficients are

translated from the stability axes to the body axes and modified to account for

center of gravity offset.

A modified engine model is used to provide increased thrust to the modified

F-18 airframe model, and the airflow is scaled to match standard F404-400 engine

airflow. The model represents the controlled closed-loop response of the nozzle and

engine. Engine dynamics are modeled as a first order lag with a time constant of

0.8 second and rate limits of ±22 deg/sec to model engine coatrol

acceleration/deceleration schedules.
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Symmetric and asymmetric motion of axisymmetric gimbaled nozzles provide
roll, pitch, and yaw moments by vectoring the engine exhaust. Over/underturn

effects of the vectored flow are modeled, and the gimbaled nozzle actuators are
assumed to have second order dynamics with position and rate limits. The nozzle
actuator models are given in Appendix 5. The inputs to the propulsion model are
thrust commands, flight conditions, and thrust vectoring commands, and the
outputs are propulsion forces and moments. Thrust and thrust vectoring forces and
moments are transformed into the body axes and center of gravity offset is taken
into account.

The F-18 model is modified with a high performance variable geometry inlet

model. The inlet model consists of a fixed ramp and an adjustable second ramp to
provide external supersonic flow compression at off-design conditions. Auxiliary by-

pass and inlet doors in the subsonic diffuser provide additional airflow control at

low speed, high airflow conditions. The inputs to the inlet model are the flight
parameters and the engine airflow command. The main outputs are the inlet forces
and moments due to pressure recovery and ram and spillage drag. All resultant

inlet forces and moments are resolved to body axes and modified for center of
gravity offset.

The sensor component includes a rate sensor unit, an accelerometer sensor

unit, an nir data unit, and an inertial sensor set. The rate gyre sensors provide roll,

pitch, and yaw rate measurements in the body axes. They are assumed to be

perfectly accurate and have infinitely fast dynamics since the actual sensor

dynamics are well beyond the control systenl bandwidtlh. The accelerometers

provide acceleration measurements at the sensor locations, and they are aiso
assumed to be perfect with infinitely fast dynamics. The air data unit measures
dynamic and ambient pressure and local angles of attack•-"' andideslip usiig pito.-

static probes and aerodynamic vanes respectively. The inertial sensor unit provides
angular orientation and inertial position and velocity measurements. Air data are

augmented with inertial data to generate actual angle of attack and sideslip

feedback signals. Kalman filtering is used to account for local wind effects on the
air data. Again, the air data and inertial sensor units are assumed to provide

perfect measurements with infinitely fast dynamics.
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Dynamics of the primary structural n:iodes are modeled to generate

incremental accelerations and rotational rates at the sensor locations. The four

modeled structural modes are the first wing symmetric and asymmetric modes and

the firs• vertical and lateral fuselage modes. The inputs to the structural model are

normal, lateral, and roll accelerations. Each modeled structural mode is

represented by NASTRAN generated second order dynamic models.

6.1.2 LINEAR MODEL

The linear control law design process begins by generating a set of linear

models at different trimmed flight conditions. As discussed in section 2.1, the

nonlinear model is trimmed at a fixed flight condition and linearized by perturbing

the model. The resulting linear equations representing the longitudinal and

lateral/directional dynamics are given by eqs. (2.11) and (2.14), respectively. Linear

models generated at different flight conditions allow the use of well established

linear design methods and represent the aircraft dynamics at a range of Mach

numbers and altitudes, and therefore dynamic pressures. The points chosen for

linear model generation must represent a wide range of dynamic pressure, since

dynamic pressure is used in the scheduling of the inner loop feedback gains.

This chapter addresses rrbust stabilization for the full conventional flight

envelope of the supermaneuverable aircraft described previously. The conventional

flight envelope is defined as the subsonic Mach regime between sea level and 40,000

ft. Dynamic pressure ranges from 50 psf to 1000 psf. These limitations correspond

to angles of attack up to approximately 25 deg. Fig. 5.2 represents the flight

envelope considered for flight control design.

The flight conditions chosen for linear longitudinal axis design are chosen

such that all linear models represent the full range of dynamic pressures for the full

conventional envelope. Likewise, the lateral/directional linear models are generated

to cover the same dynamic pressure range but at different Mach number and

altitude combinations than those of the longitudinal models. Different design

conditions are chosen for the longitudinal design and the lateral/directional design

to demonstrate the lack of meaning of "design condition" for full envelope control

law design. One common set of design conditions could just as easily have been

chosen for both the longitudinal and lateral/directional controller designs.
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Fig. 5.2 Flight Envelope

Appendix 5 lists the flight conditions depicted in Fig. 5.2 and information about

them.

5.2 CONTROL SELECTOR DESIGN

As presented in section 3.1, the control selecto'. is a mapping, given by eq.
(3.2), from the generalized controls to the actual control effectors. The generalized

and actual controls for the supermaneuverable vehicle are given by
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5E

5DT

PC 8

S* c 5 5Rv

L i-~J PTV
8RTV
-YTVJ

where ý is the roll acceleration, 4 is the pitch acceleration, • is the yaw acceleration,
SE is the symmetric elevator position, 8DT is the asymmetric elevator position, 5A is

the aileron position, 5R is the rudder position, 6pTV is the symmetric pitch thrust
vectoring nozzle position, 5RTV is the asymmetric pitch (roll) thrust vectoring nozzle

position, and 8yTV is the yaw thrust vectoring nozzle position.

Using eq. (5.1), the linear dynamics of eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) are written as:

[X ZqX 0 0 0 ]

q Ma Mq 0 0 0 [
0 0 YO sinx -cos c +
0 0 Lp LD Lr p

• 0 0 Np Np Nr _j r

E

8E 0 0 0 Z~pnr 0 0 1 DT
M6E 0 0 0 M6PTV 0 0 SA

0 Y6DT Y8A YSR 0 Y8RTV Y6YTV 5R (5.2)
0 L8DT L8A L1R 0 L6RTV LSYTV 6PTV

L 0 NSDT N8A N8R 0 N8RTV NSyTV J [RTVj
LSYWV-J

The dynamics of the body-axis rates are a subset of eq. (5.2) and are given by:

Q
1• 0 0 LP Lp ILr q
Cl=Ma Mq 0 0 0 +

0 0 N Np Nr
r
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8DT

[0 LSDT LSA LSR 0 LSRTV LSyTV 8A
M8E 0 0 0 MS6pTV 0 0 5R1 (5.3)

0 NODT NSA NSR 0 N8R'rV N8yTV J 6 PTV(

8RTV
=6 YTVj

Consider the following partitioning of the control effector vector:

--= [taero ,where ' SaeroD/TcL/ (5.4)
'-Lvec Sam 5ARJa SRTV(54

6 R _J LS•,vd

Now eq. (5.3) becomes

e 0 0 0 LA Lp r ]aeroM1 = M Mq 0 0 0 + [B3aeru Btve,] (5.5)

0 0 ND Np Nr tvec
r p

where

S[ 0 L8DT L8A L6R

Baero =M&E 0 0 0 ,

0 N5DT NSA N6R

LSRTV L5YTV

Btvec M8PTV 0 0 , (5.6)
L 0 NaRTrv N~yrv

and 8aero and Ntvec are given by eq. (5.4). To preserve the dynamics of the body-axis

rates, eq. (3.1) is written as:

FSar 1 0* 001

[Baero Bttvec]=e f .'S, where B= 0 1 J, (5.7)
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8* is given by eq. (5.1), and the generalized control effectivencss matrix, B*, is

identity since the generalized controls correspond to the rotational degrees-of-

freedom accelerations.

A daisy-chain method is used to generate thrust vector commands. Thrust

vectoring is used only when the aerodynamic surfaces are not able to generate the
necessary forces and moments required for commanded maneuvers. Therefore, the
computation of aerodynamic control commands is independent of thrust vectoring

control commands. The control selector is then defined using eqs. (3.2) and (3.3)

8aero =Taco 6' tvec - Ttvec 8 (5.8)

and

Taero aero(BaeroNaero)# T tvec Ntvec(BtvecNtvec)# (5.9)

where Naere and Ntvec are used to prioritize the use of redundant control effectors.

Since th.. ailerons cntribute more to the roll acceleration and the first priority of

the horizontal taii should be pitch control, the differential horizontal tail command
is reduced by weighting the command to be a quarter of the other aerodynamic

commands. Thcre is no redundancy for the thrust vectoring control effectors, and

thus, the priorifi7 tiuon hiatrices become

°0 0 Fl 0

N 25 0 0 Ntvec = 1 0 (5.10)
.0 0 0 100

Computation of the cont':ol selector equation (5.9) depends on flight condition.
Therefore, ti b lements of Bacro and 13tvec are found using linear interpolation of

stored table values.

Nonlinear elements, such as position and rate limits, are required to
implement the daisy-chain thus making the control selector nonlinear. Fig. 5.3

shows the structure of the nonlinear control selector.
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Fig. 5.3 Nonlinear Control Selector

A limited aerodynamic surface command 6§aro) is generated from a rotational

acceleration command (8*) via the aerodynamic control selector (Taero) and
aerodynamic surface rate and position limits. An achievable rotational acceleration
vector (5avail) is computed from the limited aerodynamic surface command using the

aerodynamic control distribution (Baero). The difference of the commanded and

achievable rotational acceleration vectors (e6*) is transfbrmed to a thrust vector

command (8c ) using the thrust vector control selector (Ttvec).

The bottom line of transformation to generalized controls is seen by
combining the state dynamics and the control selector. The rerulting longitt
and lateral/directional linear state dynamical equations are:

[l = 1Jz Mq q 4. Blong qc where 3 loing = F 0]

and
r [YO sillcu -Cos (x +[i ,: t[ ý 1* 00

= Lp Lp Lr ilp + Bhat where [Blat 1 0 , (5.12)
Lj L Np N jri Lr 0 1

based on the above conurol selector definition. Therefore, eqs. (5.11J and (5.12)
represent the form of the models used for linear control design.
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5.3 LONGITUDINAL AXIS CONTROLLER

The longitudinal axis manual flight control system generates elevator and

pitch thrust vector commands from angle of attack commands. These control

effector commands stabilize the short period aircraft dynamics across a wide

conventional flight envelope. The open-loop linear short period output-state

equation is defined by:

= Aliong[ q PTuing~

[ ]=Ciong [ a with Giong (Aionjg,BiongCiongO) (5.13)
ql q T

where Along and Blong are defined in (2.11), and Clong is obviously identity. Taking

into account the function of the control selector, eq. (5.13) becomes

[ Along[ q Bong4C

[q] = Clong [, with Gong--- (Ajong,B1 011g,Clong,O), (5.14)

where Blong is defined in eq. (5.11).

A minimal-order H., design algorithm is used for the desicn of an inner loop

equalization controller. Structured singular value synthesis is used to design outer

loop robust performance contr.oller.S. Differt control laws are found for high ard
low dynamic pressure conditions, and controller commands are blended for a small

region of dynamic pressure. The inner and outer loop control designs are presented

followed by robustness and flying qualities analyses for the entire longitudinal axis

flight controller.
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5.3.1 INNER LOOP DESIGN

The structure of the aircraft with a closed inner loop controller is shown in

F ig. 5.4.
P

inner

Fig. 5.4 Inner Loop Equalization

* ~The pitch acceleration command, 4e, is made up of'an inner loop pitch acceleration

command, q'c" e, and an outer loop pitch acceleration conminand, .~ Pi a

* ~linear model of the inner equalization controller, keand a combination of' the

open-loop aircraft dynamics and the control selector, GionIg. D~ependency of an

element on flight condition is represented by (M,h).

The purpose of the inner loop equalization controller is, as the name suggests,
to equalize the transfer function between angle of attack response and outer loop

pitch acceleration command across the flight envelope. In other word.9, the goal of

the inner loop is to reduce the variation of the air'craft dynainic~s betweenl operating

conditions, thereby reducing the modeling uncertainty betwecn flight condition

dependent aircraft models. Successfully reducing the mnodeling uncertainty

provides a greatCer possibility that one robust per-form.ance controller will provide

stability and performance across all operating conditions. Therefore anl effective
inner loop controller must be designied to reduce the relative error between P1 and P0

as defined by eq. (3.4).

Since P is a function of flight condition, the equalization mocdule must be

scheduled against slowly-varying flight condition-dependent parameters [5.21, such

* as dynamic pressure, altitude, or Mach number. Gain schedulinig of'the. inner loop

controller is necessary because the aircraf't dynamics vary greatly across a wide
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envelope, making it impossible to design a single robust controller. In this design,

the inner loop equalization controller gains are scheduled across the flight envelope

as functions of dynamic pressure.

The minimal-order H. design algorithm described in section 2.8 is used to

design a longitudinal axis inner loop equalization controller for the design model

shown in Fig. 5.5.

qCC

Glong

Fig. 5.5 Inrner Loop Design Model

A frequency dependent weight, W(,, is used to obtain the desired response of the

angle of attack to pitch acceleration commands. If the design weight has the
realization Wj =_ (Aw,Bw,Cw,Dw), then the parameters of the design model from

Fig. 2.10 become

A Along BlogW B , 1on C=[ Clong 0],

F 1* 'D
G-= tIon, W H C: 0L Bw 1' 1 [C o]

inner Fql outer
u qc ) N=y= [qJ, w1=qc , U, (4.15)

and H2 is the control signal weighting used as a design parameter. Since the

control system will eventually track angle of attack commands, the performance

output distribution matrix is

C* 1 0].

For the flight conditions of Fig. 5.2, the magnitudes of the open loop pitch

acceleration to angle of" attack transfer functions are shown in Fig. 5.6. There is a

wide variation in aircraft dynamics across the flight envelope. The high dynamic
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pressure flight condition models have lower magnitudes at low frequency than the
low dynamic pressure flight condition models. Since the purpose of the inner loop
controller "" to equalize these dynamics, the design weight, Wa, is chosen as the
inverse of some transfer function that lies among the span of open loop dynamics. It

is suggested that the inverse design weight dynamics be chosen close to the
dynamics of the high dynamic pressure flight conditions so that positive feedback is
not used to diminish the fast dynamics of the high dynamic pressure conditions.

10'

100_

103

10.4 .

10-. 10 IC0 10' 102
(o (rad/soc)

Fig. 5.6 Pitch Acceleration to Angle of Attack Open Loop Dynamics

The weights used for the inner equalization design are

Aw -100 Bw = 1 Cw = -45918 Dw = 510 20
H2 = .035. (5.17)

With the ecsign weight augmented to the open-loop aircraft dynamics, the
number of design states becomes three, and the number of' inputs and outputs

remains at one and two respectively. Therefore, the order of the equalization
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controller is one (# of states - # of measurements). The resulting controller
parameters, with design parameter a = 1 and design weights given by eq. (5.17), are

F=-40 K1..=[1 11 T=[0 .0247 0j

N = N(q) M = [M1(4) M 2(q)]. (518)

Only three control parameters require scheduling with dynamic pressure (q). The

elements of N and M in eq. (5.18) are fit using least-squares polynomial curve-fits,

linear in dynamic pressure:

N(q) = -.312 q + 461

MI(_ý) = -.058 4 + 50.5 MAo) =-.006 q + 8.11 (5.19)

The controller given by eqs. (5.18) and (5.19) provides closely matched frequency

responses of the closed inner-loop transfer function (P) from 4qcer to a across the

flight envelope as shown in Fig. 5.7.

It is assumed that equalizing the pitch acceleration to angle of attack

dynamics will also equalize the pitch acceleration to pitch rate dynamics since they

are not independent. The open loop pitch acceleration to pitch rate transfer

functions are shown irn Fig. 5.8. Closing the inner loop with the controller given by

eqs. (5.18) and '5.19) approximately equalizes the pitch acceleration to pitch rate

dynamics as shown in Fig. 5.9.

To analyze the variation of aircraft dynamics at different flight conditions,

the relative error defined by eq. (3.4) is computed for a given linear model (P) and a

nominal linear model (Po). In orde: to evaluate the relative error between the

equalized models of Fig. 5.7, the closed inner-loop model (P) at Mach=0.95 and

altitude=20 kft is arbitrarily chosen as the nominal model *,Po). Fig. 5.10 shows the

maximum singular values of' the model errors relative to P0 across the flight

envelope at design conditions given in Fig. 5.2. Since the closed inner-loop errors

relative to the Mach=0.95 and altitude=20kft flight condition are less than unity for

all frequencies and across the flight envelope, P0 is used as the open outer-loop

design plant for the robust performance controller.
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Fig. 5.7 Pitch Acceleration to Angle of Attack Closed Inner-Loop Dynamics
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Fig. 5.8 Pitch Acceleration to• Pitch Rate O)pen Loop Dynamics
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Fig. 5.9 Pitch Acceleration to Pitch Rate Closed Inner-Loop Dynamics
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Fig. 5. 10 Closed Inner-Loop Relative Errors
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5.3.2 OUTER LOOP DESIGN

The structure of Lhe system with the outer loop controller is shown in Fig.
5.11.

a * couter
(xC + 'error q

Fig. 5.11 Outer Loop Control

P0 is the closed inner loop nominal model (or the open outer loop model), and the
robust outer loop performance controller is týr The purpose of' the outer loop

-•Outer.

performance controller is to genecate a pitch acceleration command (qte), from an

angle of attack command (ac), that produces a desired robust aircraft angle of attack

response (a).

This problem is formulated as an implicit model-following problem [5.3],

where the ideal model to be followed is chosen to be a second-order transfer function

2
=_ 2 - N eal.. 2 (5 .20 )

a s +2 Cideal ideaI S - (adesIjideal
with ýideal and 0 ideaI chosen based on flying qualities requirements from section 2.2.

Using this ideal model-following approach, the outer loop performance controller

design model is developed in Fig. 5.12.

W = (X(, [ Id e a l a i-ea z

u qAu =C q+

Fig. 5.12 Outer Loop I)esign Model
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P0 is the design plant described previously, and Wp and WA are performance and

input uncertainty design weights, respectively.

Structured singular value (pi) synthesis is used to design outer loop

performance controllc rs for the system in Fig. 5.12. As described in section 2.9,

p-synthesis is a combination of general H.. feedback design and structured singular

value analysis. Therefore, the design model of Fig. 5.12 is organized into the

structure of the standard H. design model of Fig. 2.9 and the standard structured
singular value M-A format of Fig. 2.7. The resulting p-synthesis model is shown in

Fig. 5.1.3.

,outer •

u= qc Cerror = y

M

Fig. 5.13 Structured Singular Value Synthesis Model

Pw is the weighted outer loop design plant, or the weighted Po.

The robust performance controller (K.) for Pw is designed using p-synthesis

with the performance and input uncertainty weights set as follows:

.25s + 50 1Os + 1000
W P- s+5 WA = s+ 1O000- (5.21)

The process o. -hoosing these design weights is somewhat empirical. The tracking

of the ideal angle of attack response is impcrtant at frequencies most sensitive to

the pilot (low frequencies), whereas robustness to input uncertainties is important

at different frequencies (high frequencies). Therefore, the performance weight is
chosen as a low-pass filter, and the input uncertainty weight is chosen as a high-

pass filter. The selection of the poles, zeros, and gains of the filters is iterative.
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Initial filter values are chosen, a controller is designed, and time responses are

examined. The filter values are tuned until satisfactory tracking occurs with

minimal control effort.

Unlike responses in the lateral/directional axes, the desired pitch response is

not uniform across the flight envelope. The pilot would like to feel a faster response

at higher speeds. To account for the different performance requirements, two

robust performance controllers are designed using two different ideal models based

on eq. (5.20): 1) a low dynamic pressure controller using a slow ideal model

(ýideal= 0 .8 , 03idea1= 3 rad/sec), and 2) a high dynamic pressure controller using a fast

ideal model (CideaI=0 .8, (Oideal= 5 rad/sec). The resulting controllers are 13th order

and of the following form:

1.. K(s + Zl)(S + z2)"'(S + zl2)(s + z1()• s: . .. . . ... .... ......... (5 .22 )
(s + P S)(, + p2)'" + P12)(s + P13)

where the numerator and denominator coefficients are given in Appendix 5.

Implementation of the two outer-loop performance controllers is discussed later in

this section.

As seen by eq. (5.22), p-synthesis typically generates controllers of an order

much higher than the original plant because of the design weights and the

frequency dependent scalings discussed in section 2.9. The additional state

variables in the controllers are a result of the design method. Therefore, good
performance is possible with a reduced-order controller. The structured singular

values of the closed loop system of Fig. 5.13 are computed with the 13th-order

controller implemented. Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15 show that the maximum singular

values for the low and high dynamic pressure controllers are 0.95 and 0.85,

respectively. The balanced truncation method of .tction 2. 10 is used to reduce the

controller order without degrading the performance and robustness of the

controller. A maximum number of'transformed controller states, z, of eq. (2.81), are

truncated such that the maximum structured singular value does not degrade above

unity for the closed-loop system of Fig. 5.13. The controller is reduced from 13th

order to 4th order without significant performance or robustness deterioration.

Therefore, using the notation of section 2.10, the dimension, k, of the truncated

transformed controller state vector, Z2, is 9, and the dimension of the reduced-order
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state vector, z-1, is 4. Fig. 5.14 shows the structured singular values of the closed-
loop system with full- and reduced-order low dynamic pressure controllers.

I I r T-• T Y -1 TT--- T - -r--T -

0.9-

0.8

(1.7

0.6

PJ 0.5 .

0.4

0.3

0.2. --- fui-order01 .-- 4th-order

10 - 1 0 -1 100 10 1 102
10 10 ~ (radl/sec)

Fig. 5.14 Closed-Loop System with Low 1 Controller

it ih seen that reduction of the full 13th-order controller to a 4th-order controller
does not destroy the original robustness and performance. Fig. 5.15 shows similar
results for the high dynamic pressure controller. The final 4th-order low and high

dynamic pressure controllers are

1o 1.30x10 2(s + 6.02x10 2 )(s + 3.84x10 0 ± j6.25x10 0 )
(S) = (s + 5.91x10 1 +±j5.20xI01 )(s + 3.63x10-2)(s + 6.64x10 0 )

.hi 1.20x1O2(S + 2.42x10 3 )(s + 5.40x10 0 ±j7.26x1OO)
"I's) = (s + 7.18x10 1 +±j4.05xl01 )(s + 7.23x10- 2)(s + 2.05x10 0 ) (5,23)
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Fig. 5.15 Closed-Loop System with High q1 Controller

It is known that at high dynamic pressure conditions, i should be used, and

at low dynamic pressure conditions, Kt lshould be used. However, the definition of

high and low dynamic pressure is unclear. The multiple dynamic compensators of

eq. (5.23) are implemented through a blending of controller commands over a range

of dynamic pressure. Fig. 5.16 schematically shows the combination of controller

commands generated from the high and low dynamic pressure controllers of eq.

(5.23).

~~~ 4... . . - V• llt elr

error -Clud

Fig. 5.16 Outer Loop ControJler 1"lending
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Implementation of the controllers is achieved through a simple linear blending
parameter (8b) that .ener•!.ýs a combination of controller commands for a region of

dynamic pressure. Fig. !.17 shows the blending parameter as a function of dynamic
pressure.

0 q 4(Pof)

170 200

Fig. 5.17 Blending I'aramcter Function

The dynamic pressure blending region between 170 psi' and 200 psf and the piece-
wise linear function were chosen to maximize the use of the "fast" high dynamic
pressure controlhl.. Once the high dynamic pressure controller caused an elevator
rate saturation for a 5 deg. angle of attack step input (-200 psf), the low dynamic
pressure controller command was blended with the high dynamic pressure
controller command. The piece-wise iinear function was chosen for simplicity, and a
blending region of about 30 psf seemed to minimize the transient blending effects in

nonlinear simulations.

5.3.3 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS

Structured singular value analysis techniques are used to analyze stability
robustness of the designed control system to uncertainties corresponding to
unmodeled actuator and sensor dynamics, parameters in the plant model, and
blending of high and low dynamic pressure outer performance controllers.

The reduced order actuator models, given in Appendix 5, are used in the
nonlinear model and the linear analysis model, and the difference between the high-
order and low-order models represents the unmodeled actuator dynamics [5.1]. The
actual error dynamics between these models are fiL to real rational transfer
functions that become the weighting functions for the actuator uncertainty
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2

.63s + 3.03s + .078 (5.24)WE = 2 (.4
s + 68.4s + 1900

WE is the elevator uncertainty weight. The absence of a pitch thrust vector

uncertainty weight is due to the fact that thrust vectoring is used only during

aerodynamic effector saturation. Since saturation is a nonlinear phenomenon,

linear robustness analysis is inappropriate.

The angle of attack and pitch rate sensor dynamics are captured entirely as

u.istructured uncertainty. The sensor dynamics are estimated from flight test data

of high performance aircraft [5.1] and fit to real rational transfer functions

representing measurement uncertainty weighting functions

2
21.9s + 1120s + 91100Wa =-2

s + 574s+ 1140000

.7 45s3 + 1.52s + 95.9s + 1.38
s + 626s + 173000s + 235000

Wa is the angle of attack sensor uncertainty weight, and Wq is the pitch rate sensor

uncertainty weight.

An extensive aerodynamic uncertainty database, developed from wind tunnel

and flight test data [5.1], is used to generate structured uncertainty models of

stability and control derivatives. These models are then translated into state-space

element uncertainty models. The state-space elemcnt uncertainties depend on

flight condition. However for simplicity, the uncertainty model for each state-space

element,

AA= L+_.04fMal + 21MqII

F 0.22,Zl4x 1 0
AB= +.04, I, (5.26)1+.04 1M8E-I P
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is held constant at the worst flight condition case thus making the parameter

uncertainty models conservative in a sense. The additive uncertainty structure

enters the state equation as

S= (A + AA )x + (B + AB )u . (5.27)

Recall from section 5.3.2 that for better flying qualities, high and low
dynamic pressure robust performance controllers are designed and implemented by
blending both controller commands with the blending parameter 8b, The actual
blending parameter, 5b, varies betwean 0 and 1. However, it is normalized such

that the blending parameter for analysis, 8b, varies between -1 and 1. Therefore,

analyzing robustness to 8b is equivalent to analyzing robustness for all outer-loop

controller command combinations.

Fig. 5.18 shows the robustness analysis model including the structure of the

uncertainty as well as the normalization weighting elements. To show the
uncertainty structure, note that the diagram is broken down to the scalar loop level
except for the plant parameter uncertainty loops whose structure is given by eq.

(5.27).

Fig. 5.19 shows the robust stability plots of the structure shown in Fig. 5.18

for all robustness analysis conditions given in Appendix 5. The robust stability
plots are the mixed real/complex structured singular values. It is interesting to note
the absence of a peak ýi, ar the short period frequency. This suggests insensitivity of
the short period dynamics to the given uncertainty structure. The peak at

approximately 40 rad/sec corresponds to sensitivity to angle of attack
measurements. If a redesign of the control system were within the scope of this

task, inclusion of the angle of attack measurement weight in the design model
might increase robustness to angle of attack measurements.
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5.3.4 FLYING QUALITIES ANALYSIS

Several flying qualities measures of section 2.2 are used to analyze the
handling characteristics of the aircraft and the designed control system. The
measures for pitch response are given in terms of low-order equivalent systems

(LOES) that represent pitch rate (q) and normal acceleration at the instantaneous
center of rotation n responses to pilot stick deflection inputs (81)). Only considering

the short-term pitch response from eq. (2.10), the LOES become

1 -Tos
(s s + e_ e e -s

= - 2 . 2 - 2 - 2  (5.28)6p s + 2ý (1s) sp + O~sps + 2ýspw.pS+, s

where ýsp is equivalent short-period damping, wOp is equivalent short-period
frequency, To2 corresponds to the pitch rate zero , and c0 and -TI are equivalent pitch

time delays. Only the parameters of the stick to pitch rate transfer function are
considered for analysis since once To2 is defined and it is assumed the time delays

are equal, the transfer functions only differ by the steady-state gain. The complete

scheduled flight control system, full-order actuator models, and second-order
aircraft short-period models are used to generate high-order closed-loop aircraft
linear models. LOES are generated from these high-order models using an

equivalent system transfer function matching program.

The Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP) defined by eq, (2,18) is computed

using the appropriate LOES parameters, and Fig. 5.20 shows that all flight
conditions meet Category A, Level 1 flying qualities requirements for CAP and a),,,

except at the Mach 0.4, 6 kft flight condition which is slightly below Level 1. Figs.
5.21 and 5.22 show that Level 1 requirements are met for Osp, T02 , Csp, and to.

The mismatch defined by eq. (2.15), ranges from 0.009 to 4.376 which

suggests a close LOES approximation. Section 2.2 describes the mismatch as well

as maximum unnoticeable added dynamic bounds. Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 show that

the stick deflection to pitch rate added high order dynamics are well within the
maximum allowable unnoticeable added dynamics represented by the dashed lines.
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Fig. 5.24 Unnoticeable Added Dynamic Phase

The mismatch values and unnoticeable dynamics, Fics. 5.23 and 5.24, show that the

LOES estimates the full-order short-period system wel! across the flight envelope

for frequencies of interest Since the phugoid, or loii.g-term, response of the aircraft

is stable, a detailed analysis of long-term response 1lyiig quai.ies is not necessary.
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The nonlinear time responses in section 5.5 show that control system does not

destabilize the phugoid mode.

5.4 LATERALUDIRECTIONAL AXES CONTROLLER

The lateral/directional axes manual flight control system generates

differential elevator, aileron, rudder, and roll and yaw thrust vector commands from

sideslip and stability-axis roll rate commands. These control effector commands

stabilize the roll and Dutch roll aircraft dynamics across a wide conventional flight

envelope. A robust eigenstructure assignment design algorithm is used for the

design of the inner loop equalization controller. Structured singular value synthesis

is used to design outer loop robust performance controllers. The inner and outer

loop control designs are presented followed by robustness and flying qualities

analyses for the entire lateral/directional axes flight controller.

5.4.1 INNER LOOP DESIGN

The desired eigenstructure for the inner loop is chosen to consist of a real pole

and a complex pair of poles that correspond to the desired equivalent roll and Dutch

roll poles from the desired flying qualities. The desired eigenvalues are

X1d = -1.67 and %2,3d = -2.1 ± 2.14j (5.29)

The desired eigenvectors corresponding to the desired eigenvalues are

v1d = [' v2d = v:3( . .' (5.30)

where x represents the unspecified elements iii the eigenvectors. Since the control

effectiveness matrix is replaced by the generalized control effectiveness matrix, the

plant is already in the form of 0q. (2.54). The gain matrix from the three outputs to

the two generalized inputs is found for each flight condition. The gain fr-om the roll

rate to the generalized yaw acceleration command is conmtrained ,o be zero, since

the gain would otherwise be insignificant. This elemrint can be constrained to be

zero directly in the equations used to find the feedback gain matrix. The feedback
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matrix eq. (2.58) is rewritten in terms of a Kronecker product and a row stacking

operator, so the eiements of the feedback gain matrix are written in terms of a

vector. Each row is solved independently for each of the feedback matrix elements,

and any element can be constrained to be zero by removing the corresponding row of
the matrix equation, and by removing that element from the vector of elements.

Each of the elements in the inner loop gain matrix is plotted with dynamic
pressure, and a polynomial is found to approximate the gain:, at each of the points.

The yaw rate to roll acceleration and yaw acceleration gains are also functions of
altitude, so they are scheduled as a function of static pressure ratio as well. For a

particular dynamic pressure, the gain is found at discrete altitudes and interpolated

to find the specific gain at the corresponding altitude. The plots of the inner loop

gains appear in Fig. 5.25. The three curves in Figs. 5.25c and 5.25e represent the
gains at three different altitudes.

16

gain 1

gi gain

.7 HAI 20 1 o 6 X

qt (psf) q (psf)

a. Inner Lo,)p Gain, f3 -> Pc b. Innei" Loop Gain, ) -> 5c

Fig. 5.25 inner Loop Gains

*The polynoinial gain functions of Fig. 5.25 are of the following form:

gajil c2 q2 + cl q co , (5.31)

where the coefficients ch, i=O, 1,2, are given in Appendix 5.
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Fig. 5,25 (cont.) Inner Loop Gains

5.4.2 OUTER LOOP DESIGN

,Since the inner loop fc(lback gains and the control selector ale both

'* .scheduled with filight condition, the ;.incr loop dynamics are ivriant with respect

to flight condition. For the oute-, loop f'ccdback design, a norminal flight condition is

chosen, so nominal plant dynamics and the corresponding inner loop feedback gains

can be used in the synthesis model. The flight condition at Mach 0.5 and 20,000

feet altitude is chosen as the nominal design point. The dynaminic pressure at this

condition is 170 psf, and the trim angle of' attack is 15. degrees. The control

effectiveness matrix is replaced by the generalized control effectiveness given in eq.

(5.5).

1:38
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The synthesis model used for the outer loop control law design is shown in

Fig. 5.26.

d 12

w w
A Ac t

ideal . p- "D Z 1

SModel

Fig. 5.26 Outer Loop Design Model

Included in the model are the nominal plant model including the control selector,

the irmer loop feedback gains, Keq, and the output transformation, T1, given by

TI=['0 cossa sin•' (5.32)

Performance is achieved by including an ideal model of the roll rate and sideslip

angle responses in the synthesis model. By using target flying qualities
parameters, the ideal model is:

9 1___- (5.33)__c -(s 2 + 4.2s + 9)' (0.6s + 1)
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To achieve performance, an error signal is generated between the ideal model
and the actual model responses. This error is weighted with frequency dependent

weights, shown in Fig. 5.27, and given by

Wp= diag(Wp , W ),

W p 0.05(s + 500) W - 0.005(s + 500)p (s+0.1) p (s+0.1)

102

10'

102

10.2 Ii- 1 O 10 1 It 112 Io 1' 14

()(rad/sec)

Fig. 5.27 Performan ce Weights

The input matrix is replaced by thc generalized input matrix in the nominal
design model to represent the control selector matrix. Because. of' this, the r'eal

contr o•lU"np•t - -c 11; to arn, pla ce by gcneralize" controll i"puts of comanded roll and

yaw acceleration. Since the real actuator models cannot. be included in this
arrangement, the actuiator models used in the design are fictitious, and are given by

6_ 20

6- (s + 20)
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To prevent unrealistic control commands, the actuator rates are weighted in the

problem formulation by

Wact 0.005 12. (5.36)

Robustness to unstructured uncertainty is achieved by including a

multiplicative uncertainty at the plant input. The uncertainty bounds are shown in

Fig. 5.28, and are given by

WA = diag(Wj, Wv),

S= W 10(s + 5) (537)
(s + 50,000)'

I 101.........................
I0°

10-2: We ,W*r

-If

0o 100 w0 102 4 10 5 106

" (rad/sec)

Fig. 5.28 Uncertainty Bounds

The synthesis model is rearranged to form the interconnection structure in

Fig. 5.29. Here, zl is the weighted error between the ideal model and the output of

the plant, z2 is the weighted actuator rate vector, and z3 is the output from the

unstructured uncertainty scaling WA. The perturbation block includes a 2 by 4

performance block between r and z 1 and z2 and a 2 by 2 uncertainty block between

d and z3.
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Fig. 5.29 Lateral Interconnection Structure

p.-synthesis is applied to the interconnection structure by first designing an H.

control law. The initial bound on the H. norm is 1.325, pi-analysis is perfornmed on

the closed loop system, and third order D-scaling matrices are fit to the frequency
dependent D scales used to find the upper bound of i. These are used to scale the

original plant. An H. control law was found for the scaled plant, with an H. bound
of 0.552. ti-analysis was performed again, and third order D-scales were used a

second time. The final control law was found with an H.. norm bound of 0.545.

The resulting k.-synthesis controller has 24 state variables and is stable. The

controller is balanced and reduced to 10 state variables by truncating the 14 state

variables with the smallest Hankel singular values. The resulting 10th order

controller includes 2 large negative poles, one of which is --2399.•5, the other of which

is -472.8. They are residualized to form the final 8th order controller. The full-

order and reduced-order conLrollers are given in Appendix 5.

5.4.3 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS

Although the control laws are designed witlh a specific accounting for

unstructured uncertainty at the plant input to account for the uncertainty in the

actuators, there are many sources of uncertainty in the dynamic aircraft. model that

were not accounted for directly in the design. To try to account directly for all of the

sources of uncertainty would be computationally intensive and result in a very large

order controller. Robustness must be verified against all sources of' uncertainty

after the design is completed to assess the need for redesign with more rigorous

treatment of different types of'uncertainty.

While fictitious control inputs, actuator models, and uncertainty descriptions

are used in the design process to be able to incorporate the control selector into the
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nominal plant model, the actual control input matrix, dynamic actuator models, and

uncertainty models of the actuators are used in the analysis of robustness. The
weights used for the unstructured uncertainty at the plant input are plotted in Fig.

5.30, and are:

s (S +- 0.1)
WR = WDT (s 30)' WA = (S + 100) (5.38)

1011

Iwi

10-1 100 ll)' 10I
Co (rad/sec)

Fig. 5.30 Weights for Actuator Uncertainty

Note that only the aerodynamic actuators are used in the analysis for the same
reasons discussed in Section 5.3.3.

In addition to unstructured uncertainty at the input to reflect the modeling

errors and neglected dynamics in the actuators, there is also corresponding

unstructured uncertainty at the output of the plant to reflect the modeling errors

and neglected dynamics in the sensors. The measurements assumed for this design
are the body axis roll and yaw rate signals, and the sideslip angle signal. Although

it is now practical to generate a sideslip angle signal for feedback control, the signal

is often corrupted with noise and often has significant errors. The robustness of the

closed loop system to errors at the plant output is also tested. The weights for the

unstructured uncertainty at the plant output are plotted in Fig. 5.31, and are:
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s 10(s + 10)
Wp = Wr = (s + 200), Wp - (s + 1000)

100 -..

iwi'°'WpWr

100 11) 1W2 0' I0

o) (rad/sec)

Fig. 5.31 Weights for Sensor Uncertainty

Finally, the stability and control derivatives in the linear state space model

are uncertain to various degrees. Errors in modeling and wind tunnel testing, as
well as variations in moments of inertia and mass with fuel burn all contribute to
the uncertainty in the stability and control derivatives. The level of uncertainty

assumed for each stability oi- control derivative is shown in Table G. 1, and is based
on confidence in each of the derivatives. E'ach uncertainty is given as a perc(,entage

of the nominal value.

The interconnection structure for the robustLness analysis consists of the

eighth order outer loop regulator, the inner loop feedback gain marix, the control
selector matrix, the actuator models, including a fourth order linear model to
represent the elevator and second order linear models to represent the ailerons and
the rudder, and the third order lateral/directional model. The third order rather

than the fourth order lateral/directional model is used because of the marginally
stable spiral mode. If the structured singular value were evaluated with the
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Table 5.1 LaterailDirectional Parameter Uncertainty Bounds

Stability Derivatives Control Derivatives

Derivative I % Uncertainty Derivative.l % Uncertaint!y

YP 15 Y6R 15

Lo 10 L8DT 15

Lp 30 L8A 10

Lr 20 LSR 40

Nft 30 N8DT 15

Np_ 50 NSA 20

Nr 15 N8R 15

marginally stable spiral mode included in the dynamics, it would le very large,

since very small perturbations would make this mode unstable. This would corrupt

the analysis since an unstable spiral mode can be acceptable with respect to Level I

flying qualities.

The structured singular value is assessed at four different flight conditions tW

determine robust stability. The flight conditions used for robustness analysis

appear in Appendix 5, The perturbation matrix included a complex 3 by 3 matrix

for the unstructured uncertainty at the input, a complex 3 by 3 matrix for the

unstructured uncertainty at the plant output, and 14 scalar uncertainties for the

uncertain stability and control derivatives. First, the scalar perturbations to the

stability and control derivatives are assumed to be complex. Since the parameter

values are always real in the actual plant, this analysis is conservative. Next, the

scalar perturbations are constrained to be real. This analysis is much less

conservative.

The structured singular values are plotted in Fig. 5.32 for each of the four

analysis conditions. Where the parameter perturbations are assumed to be

complex, the plots arc shown as solid lines, and for parameter perturbations

assumed to be real, the plots are shown as dashed lines.
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complex

complex [

real

S- '--- - 0--'"'0'-- ,, . . ... ';.- ..... .

Ci) (j)

a. Mach 0.9, 10 kft b. Mach 0.5, 20 kft

2 1,'

complex
I.I

4 comnplex
real....O' 00.u'- ..... - _; .

I~~~l ~ ,, .. rceal

01 10' ino 101 l0' 10) I ( III

01) (0

c. Mach 0.4, 30 kft d. Mach 0.9, 3) kft

Fig. 5.32 Robust Stability Plots

At each flight condition, the structured singular value shows a large peak i:ear 3

rad/sec when the parameter uncertainty is assumed to be complex. This peak

corresponds to some perturbation that will make the closed loop D)utch roll poles

near that frequency unstable. The peaks range from I.3 to 2.0, meaning that the

true plant can only tolerate between 1/1.3 and 1/2.0 of the allowed perturbation.

When the structured singular value is computed with the parameter

perturbations constrained to be real, no peaks appeared in the structured singular
value near 3 rad/sec, meaning that the parameter perturbation that the plant is

sensitive to is complex, a situation which can never physically occur. Tllhe maximum

values of the structured s:ingular values now lie between 0.65 and 1.3. For two of
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the cases shown, the value of p does exceed unity, meaning that for some

combination of parameter perturbations, as well as perturbations in the actuators

and sensors, the plant will go unstable. Although robustness for all of the

simultaneous uncertainty is not guaranteed, the analysis showo that the closed loop

system is not extremely sensitive to any of the uncertainty, as many types of
uncertainty were included in the analysis, and the value of ýt only exceeded one

slightly.

5.4.4 FLYING QUALITIES ANALYSIS

The flying qualities at several flight conditions are tested by fitting the actual

high order response to a low order equivalent system (LOBS) and evaluating the

parameters of the LOBS. The flight conditions tested are listed in Appendix 5. The

flight conditions are chosen to be a subset of those used for design, and are chosen to
represent the entire range of dynamic pressure. The response of interest is the

fourth order equivalent system from the stability axis roll rate command to the

stability axis roll rate given by eq. (2.19). The high order response consists of the

fourth order linear plant model, the actuator dynamics, the control selector matrix,

the inner loop gain matrix, and the eighth order outer loop controller. Only the

aerodynamic control effectors are used in the analysis.

To get a good equivalent system fit, the high order roll rate response is first

fit to a first order LOES to get the equivalent roll mode time constant. Next, the

high order sideslip angle response is fit to a second order LOES to get the
equivalent Dutch roll frequency and damping. The fourth order roll rate LOB1S is

found by fixing these parameters and using the remaining free parameters in eq.
(2.19) to find the fourth order equivalent system.

Fig. 5.33 shows the equivalent Dutch roll damping and frequency for each of

the flight conditions tested. For each point, the parameters are well within the

Level I boundaries. In addition, all of the points tested are very close together,

although the points tested represent a wide range 9f dynamic pressure. This is
because of the gain scheduled inner loop. Figs. 5.34 and 5.35 show the equivalent

roll mode time constant and equivalent time delay, respectively, each plotted as a

function of dynamic pressure.
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Fig. 5.34 Roll Time Constant Fig. 5.385 Time Delay

Simila to the Dutch roll .a..am.tes, each of te .. well within the Level 1

boundaries, and each is fairly constant with dynarnic. pressure because of the gain
scheduled inner loop.

5.5 NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

Using the nonlinear simulation with the control laws implemented as
FORTRAN subroutines, several maneuvers are simulated. First the outer loop
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controller blending, described in section 5.3.2, is analyzed with ang!e of attack unit

step commands given to the longitudinal control system. Next, three highly coupied

maneuvers are performed and analyzed to evaluate the control system dmuing

realistic operating conditions.

Angle of attack step inputs are used to demonstrate outer loop controller

blending performance of the longitudinal control system during nonlinear

simulations at high, intermediate, and low dynamic pressure conditions. The three

different conditions are chosen such that tCree different combinations of outer loop

controller commands are used based on the structure shown in Fig. 5.16 and Fig.

5.17. Fig. 5.3E shows the nonlinear responses of the aircraft model to identical

angle of attack unit step inputs at the three different conditions. The high and low

dynamic pressure conditions use only the high and low dynamic pressure

controllers, respectively. However, the -middle dynamic pressure condition uses a

combination of both controllers resulting in an angle of attack response between the

high and low dynamic pressure conditions. Note that thrust vectoring is not

required fbr this benign maneuver.

Next, a 3g loaded roll is performed at Mach 0.8 and 20,000 feet. Thrpis

maneuver is a coupled maneuver LhaL excites dynamic modes in the

lateral/directional and longitudinal axes. The maneuver consists of the aircraft

entering a 3g turn, with a roll reversal to a 3g turn in the opposite direction without

unloading the aircraft. The maneuver is shown in Fig. 5.37. The load factor is

maintained near 3g's throughout the maneuver, while the sideslip angle never

exceeds 1.5 degrees. This maneuver does not saturate the aerodynamic surface.s,

therefore thrust vectoring is not commanded.

A high rate roil is performed at the flight condition of Mach 0.5 and 20,000

feet. A 250 deg/sec roll rate is commanded for a :360 deg. roll. The state responses

and control deflections are plotted in Fig. 5.38. The stability axis roll rate response

is satisfactory with good turn coordination in that sideslip remains less than 2 deg.

Thrust vector commands are quickly generated since the ailerons and rudders

immediately rate saturate to the point of position saturation. At about 3 sec into

the maneuver, aerodynamic surface rate saturation ceases, and thrust vector

commands are not needed.
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Fig. 5.38 (cont.) High Rate Roll Maneuver Time Response

A turn reversal is also performed at Mach 0.6 and 20,000 feet. This

maneuver consists of a bank to the right, a bank to the left, another bank to the

right, and a bank back to steady, level flight. The turn reversal maneuver is plotted

in Fig. 5.39. The roll rale responds as desired, and the sideslip angle is maintained

at less than 4 deg throughout the maneuver. This imaneuver is also extreme enough

to warrant thrust vectoring about the lateral/directional axes because of

aerodynamic surface saturation.

04

t/ (deg)
(deg/sec) .( 0

• 15 10 . . .
213 7 4 9

time (sec) tiwie (sec)

Fig. 5.39 Turn Reversal Maneuver Time Response
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Fig. 5.39 (cont.) Turn Reversal Manieuver Time Response

Note that stability ar d performance of the aircraft are maintained even though the
high rate roll and turn reversal maneuvers are extreme enough to saturate the
thrust vectoring nozzles.
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

A controller structure is presented that allows the separation of design goals

during the synthesis process. An inner loop controller is used to equalize plant

dynamics across the flight envelope. An outer loop controller is used to provide

robust flying qualities. A control selector allows the inner and outer loop controllers

to command body axes rotational accelerations thus normalizing the control

effectiveness across the flight envelope. Daisy-chaining is used within the control

selector to select thrust vector control only when aerodynamic control is not

sufficient.

It is found that the prioritization of redundant control effectors within the

control selector is important. Since the elevators are the only aerodynamic pitch

control, the differential elevator commands must be reduced to allow for symmetric

elevator commands if needed. The choice of the inner loop equalized dynamics

turns out to be crucial. The equalized dynamics should be chosen similar to the

high dynamic pressure models to avoid deaugmentation of the aircraft at high

dynamic pressure conditions. The control system seems to make the aircraft

sensitive to angle of attack measurements. This problem could possibly be reduced

by including angle of attack measurement dynamics in the outer loop design model.

It is also noted that the methods used for inner and outer loop conr,,. design give

high gain controllers for the longitudinal axis. It is suspected that, additional

feedforward compensation and tuning of the design weights could have solved this

problem.
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APPENDIX 5

This section gives the model data of the design presented in the previous
sections. First, detailed actuator models are given, then linear models and
information about the flight conditions at which the linear models are generated are
given. Inner loop control gain schedules are given, and finally, full and reduced

order outer loop dynamical controllers are presented.

ACTUATOR MODELS

High-order detailed aerodynamic actuator models are reduced to simple 4th-

order and 2nd-order models, shown in Table A5.1, to avoid very small time-step

integration during nonlinear simulation.

_Table A5.1 Actuator Models _

Surface Actuator Dynamics Rate P)osition
Limits Limits

.._._._._._._._._.I Ldjsec) (dog)

Elevator 282.9 2(0.,8) s + 1.0 -60,0 -24.0

R 4?)2  2(0.41) S S ) 2  + 2(0.59) + 1-60.0 +10.5
36 .4 36.4 105.3 105.3

Leading 1.0 -40.0 0.0
Ed e Flap 126.9 1.01 i., + 1.01 -}±10.0 '3V
Ed.9g + 2 409.0 +35.0

Trailing . . .2 o ...... - -100.0 -10.0_s 2 2(().71)
EgA+ -505o v+ 1.0 + 100.0 +45.0

uAileron 1.0 .100.0 -25.0+ 2 !20,59)
(7_)+'5.0 75J ) .. + 100.0 +45.0

1.0 3 .
R udder .. . ........ . ...... -- 100.0- 0.

s 2 2 M0.69) +1
_720___ +_72.0- + 1o +100.0 +30.0

Vectoring - .-....- 60.0 -30.o
20.0 00 3 . j_____Nozzles (2oii) + -2.- + +60.0 +30.0
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Thrust-vectoring nozzle actuators are assumed to be 2nd-order filters and are also
given it Table A5.1. These reduced-order models are used in the nonlinear

simulation arid linear robustness analysis.

LINEAR DESIGN MODELS AND LL. GHT CONDITIONS

The flight conditions that are chosen for linear control design, flying qualities
analysis, and robustness analysis are given in Table A5.2. The conditions chosen

represent a broad range of dynamic pressures throughout the envelope since inner-

loop gains are scheduled versus dynamic pressure.

Table A5.2 Flight Conditions

a. Iongitudinal )esign Conditions

Mach Altitude qa Flying Robustnessl

Number (ft) (psi) (dog) Qualities Analysis

__......._______ ,Analysis

0.3 26000 47.4 25.2 _ ]

0.5 40000 68.5 16.8 N/ ___.... __

0.6 30000 158.4 5.2 ' _ _

0.4 6000 189.9 6.0 _ _ _ _

0.7 14000 426.4 2.6 ' N'
0.8 12000 603.0 1.9 _ / N
0.95 20000 614.4 1.6 N'
0.8 10000 652.0 1.7 _

0.8 5000 789.1 1.5 _

0.9 10000 825.2 1.4 _

0.85 5000 890.8 1.4 N _

0.9 5000 998.7 1.3 N L N
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Table A5.2 (cont.)

b. Lateral/Directional Design Conditions

Mach Altitude a Flying Robustness

Number (ft) (psfn (deg) Qualities Analysik

.. .. . . ...... [_Analysis

0.2 10,000 40.75 29.7 "_ ,.

0.3 10,000 91.69 10.0

0.4 10,000 163.00 5.6 ""_ "_'

0.5 10,000 254.68 3.6

0.7 10,000 499.18 1.8 " _

0.9 10,000 825.17 1.2 . 4
0.3 20,000 61.27 1 12.6 4
0.4 20,000 108.92 7.8

0.5 20,000 170.19 5.4 4 4
0.6 20,000 245.07 3,9 _______

0.75 20,000 382.92 2.8 ,

0.9 20,000 551.40 2.1 4
0.4 30,000 70.39 17.4 4 4
0.5 30,000 109.98 8.1

0.6 30,000 158.37 5.2 4

0.7 30,000 215.55 3.6

0.8 3 000.0 281.54 2.2 4_
0.9 30,000 356.32 15 .....

The linear models for each flight condit~ion of TIable A5.2 are listed below, where the
rm9h10

nomenclature, for example Along is the longitudinal state matrix at Mach .9 and

10 kft.

The longitudinal linear models have the following form:

t=[ ~M, Mq L-q MFE Msvrv IL rvJI

Along [1 ]4 Bilng E(A5.1)
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Am~h26 F-0.2296 0.993 1 B m3h26 F -0.040:34 -0.01145)Along L 0.02436 -0.2046 1 long = -1.73 -0.517
Am5h4 0 F -0.2423 0.9964 1m5h40 -0,0416 -0.011411
"Along *- -2.342 -0.1737 _ -long [ -2.595 -0.8161

A m6h30 -0.5088 0.994 1 in~h3O [ -0.09277 -0.017871
Alonig = -1.131 -0.2804 J long L -6.573 -1.525

A m4h 6  F -0.8018 0.9847 1 m4h6 F -0.1508 -0.02776 1
long L -1.521 -0.5944 Jlong = -7.926 -1.751

m7h14 -[-1.175 0.98711 m7hl4 F -0.194 -0.035931
Along [ -8.458 -0.877T3 j Blong = -19.29 -3.803 1

A Y8hI2 -1.562 0.9862 1 rnihI2 1-0.2316 -0.04:3491Along L -14.94 -1.132 1long L -26.48 -5.323

Am95h2O -1.905 0.9895 1 n195h20 -0.1867 -0.021287-long - -33.88 -0.9872 ]long L -27.22 -4.573

A rn8hlO F -1.675 0.9853 1 In8hlO [ -0.2449 -0.046491
long - -16.16 -1.212 j Biong L -28.34 -5.742

m8h5 F -1.994 0.9828 m15 -0.2852 -0.05567
long = -19.44 -1.427 B ilong = -33.44 -6.931 j

Am9hlO _ F 2.452 0.9856 B~lmilO F-0.2757 -0.05226 1long - -38.61 -1.34 jlong - -37.36 -7.247 1
m85h5 F-2.328 0.9831.1 m85h5 F-0.3012 -0.05866o 1

A]on. - -30.44 -1.493 jlon =L -38.43 -7.8.15

Am9h5 -2.911 0.9835 1 m9h5 -0.3161 -0.062311
long L -46.47 -1.553 1long = L -43.65 -8.752
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The lateral/directional linear models have the following form:

Fp sin (x -cos (x][A=Lp Lp Lr K. +
[jp LNp3 Nr J.

5DT

F Y8I)T X A YSR YSRTV YY'YTV 1 A
LSDT LSA LSR LSRTV I SYI'V 6R
NSDT NSA N8R NSRTV N8YTV 81ZTV

5DYT

Alat/dir [ + Blatdir 81Z (A5.2)
6 RTV

m2hlO -0.05904 0.4959 -0.87031
l~at2dir -5.513 -0.9391 0.6655L 0.06838 0.02632 -0.1038

in2hlO 0.005629 0.005764 0.003685 0 0.09041
"lat/dir 1.879 1.328 0.02922 0.6754 0.217[ -0.1092 -0.09645 -0.08404 0.006811 -2.974

m3hlO [-0.1292 0.1738 -0.9833 1
lat/dir = -8,643 -1.129 0.5986

1.519 -0.01327 -0,1105

m3h1O -0.006987 -0.005249 0.01285 0 0.006894 1
Bladir 1 5.096 6..075 0.51 0.1781 0.02478

1 0.1908 -0.1522 -0,3872 0.0008849 -0.3397

^m4hlO [ -0.1544 0.09691 -0.9939 1
""latdir = -9.965 -1.721 0.599

2.169 -0.01995 -0.1447
-0.01187 -0.006276 0.0i785 0 0.002272 1

latdir4h 1 9.643 12.16 0.9326 0.1495 0.01088
0.2768 -0.2727 -0.7155 -0.000305 -0.1492

An5hl0 F-0.1932 0.06234 -0.9968 1
lat/dir - -12.37 -2.164 0.6034

3.199 -0.0211 -0.1802
Bn~hlO F -0.01652 -0.007459 0.02203 0 0.002821 1

B1atdir 15.18 18.04 1.412 0.3035 0.01689L 0.3458 -0.3975 -1.099 -0.002071 -0.2315 J
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An7hl O -0.2701 0.03162 -0,9984 1
Alat/dir -17.77 -3,177 0.5446 -L 5.987 -0.0205 -0.2555 J

in7hlO [ -0.02472 -0.00764 0.02855 0 -.01074 1
Blat/dir 29.4 25.95 2.503 1.789 0.09002

0.4006 -0.3672 -1.982 -0.02069 -1.234 -

m9h 10 -0.321 0.02008 -0.9987 1
AIm~hl0 -17.6 -5.71.6 0.5193 ,Aiat/dir =

9.433 -0.02149 .0.3391

M9hlO -0.0301 0 0.03051 0 0.02583 1
Blat/dir 46.68 19.41 4.054 5.024 0.2782

0.2385 -0.3226 -2.951 -0.06746 -3.813

m3h2 [-0.0714 0.2991 -0.,5,9 1
"Alat/dir -6.746 -0.5918 0.4968_.

0.4099 0.003356 -0.08297 j
[ -0.00274 -0.002723 0.006669 0 0,036730

lat/dir 2.784 2.627 0,2294 0.5298 0.1165
0.04708 -0.1018 -0.2059 0.005966 -1.597 J

m -0.112 0.1408 -0.9889 1
Alat/d m -8538 -1.171 0.5146

a 1.619 -0.01304 -0.103 .
-m4h20 -F -0.007388 -0.004613 0.01238 0 0.008751 I
lat/dir =] 6.245 7.673 0.611 0.3615 0.04034 -

L 0.1998 -0.1822 -0.4722 0.0008652 -0.553

rn5h20 "-0.1354 0.09036 -0.9949]1
Alat/dir= -10.37 -1.469 0.5126 =

2.281 -0.01482 -0.1277 -

n15h20 -0.01091 -0.005695 0.01555 0 0.00(1891
Blat/dir = 9.93 12.12 0.9416 0.3977 0.02817

0,2757 -0.2797 -0.7419 -0.001175 -0.3861 1
n h20 -0.166 0.0629 -0.9971 1

A'and2r -12.97 -1.761 0.5083lat/dir 3.191 -0,01417 -0.1529J

S-0.0142 -0,00686 0.01851 0 0.005817
lat/dir= 14.38 16.76 1.316 0.700'1 0.0402

0.3389 -0.385 -1.051 -0.00475 -0.5511 J

[ -0.1982 0.03905 -0.9984
Alat/dir = -17.3 -2.505 0.4624 I

4.688 -0.01064 -0.1942 j
m75h20 -0.01816 -0.007716 0.02168 0 0.01018 1

-m75h20 22.53 23.71 1.905 1.697 0.08794
0.4211 -0.238 -1.555 -0.01765 -1.206 ;

[-0.2257 0.02638 -0.9989 --
Alt/dir -19.08 -3.708 0.4264

a 6.586 -0.01925 -0.2;79 j
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F -0.02089 -0.005593 0.02314 0 0.01809 1
m9h20 i 31.29 25.88 2.879 3.359 0.1875

0.3459 -0.1457 -2.152 -0.04183 -2.571

4h3 [ -0.072053 0.218:3 -0.9751
Almhdir -6.216 -0.6013 0.427S0.9358 -0.005054 -0.07243J

4b30 -0.003475 -0.003369 0.007457 0 0.02451 1
la/hdir 3.491 :3.867 0.3446 0.606 0.1084

a 0.09003 -0.115 -0.2766 0.004285 -1.486 J
5h8 -0.09336 0.1351 -0.99 1

Aftdir [ -8.39 -0.9786 0.437
1.629 -0.009743 -0.0886

5h30 [ -0.006711 -0.003948 0.01047 0 0.01242 1
Blah30 6.183 7.5 0.5958 0.6251 0.06865

0.2107 -0.1819 -0.475 0.001079 -0.9411

16h3 -0.1118 0.0936, -0.9949 ]
Alht0dir -10.22 -1.169 0.43181 2.201 -0.009853 -0.1056

-0.009231 -0.004885 0.01262 0. 0o.8328 1
B1a/dir 9.02 11.06( 0.842 0.7304 0.05522

d 0.2957 -0,2637 -.0.6841 -0.001928 -0.757 J
[ -0.1.275 0.06791 -0.997 1

SAlnt/h3 -11.92 -1.404 0.428:3L 2.776 -0.01099 -0.124J

"a7h3 [ -0.01108 -0.005726 0,01428 0 0.0075371
B 0/dir 12.54 14.81 1.085 0.9813 0.0583

a 0.3656 -0.2088 -0.9165 -0.005925 .0.7992

i8h3O -0.1397 0.04954 -0.9981 1
Alah30 -14.78 -1.859 0.3924

"L 3.437 -0.003867 -0. 1429 j

m8h30 [-0.01269 -0.006594 0.101585 C 0.009622]
Blat/dir = 16.56 18.24 1.372 1.527 0.08506

0.3773 -0.08791 - 1.; 618 -0.0 1347 -1.1G(; j
m9h30 [ -.0.1542 0.03692 0.998i
lat/dir = -16.19 --2.)8.81 0.3588

4.42 -0.01"t()40 -0. 1624 j
-0.01401 -0.00,( It 81 3I) 1 5) 0. 1625; .

Bra30 = 20.34 20.8 1.879 2.187 0.12490.3122 -0.0N34 1 -1.472 -0,02:67 -1.712

INNER LOOP GAIN SCHEDULES

The longitudinal inner loop eLqualization gain schedules are given by:
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F=-40 Kf=[l 1. T=[0 .0247 01

N =N(q) M=[M1 (o) M 2(q)].

N(4) = -.312 q + ,J-

M,-) = -.058 q + 60.5 M 2(•) = -.006 - + 8.11 (A5.3)

wiiere Z is the dynamic pressure. The lateral/directional inner loop equalization

S,', schedules are given by

gain = c2 + Cl 4- co, (A5.4)

where the coefficients, ci, are given in Table A5.3.

OUTER LOOP CONTROLLERS

The fu1l-*ornkr and reduced-order outer loop robust perfrrniance controllers

have the foll-wi,. f0cm:

numll numi2
L r--,rr21 num22 IK fi :- . .. . . .. . . . .

der,

nen =-: K(s + z1)(,; + z,) .(s + z, 1-'1(s + z,)

den = (s 1-)(S + p2)"(s .. pi.1)(s + P,). (A5.5)

The poles, zeros, and high il,;Quency gains of eq. (A5.5) arc given in Tarlf,'s A5.4,

A5.5, A5.6, and A5.'7.
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Table A5.3 Inner Loop Lateral/Directional Gain Functions

Gain Altitude c2____l c[CO

a-. all -3.76936-05 4.8235e-02 3.5702e+0o

p -- all 2.2130e-06 4.3849e-03 -1.10 15e+00

r - Pc 10 kft -1.7065e-07 :3 .0285e-04 -6.5:.68c-01

"rP--c 20 kft 4.7299e-07 -I.1692e-04 -5.0102e-01

r -- 30 kft 3.4239e-07 -5.3058e-05 -4.3078o-01

[ 4.3901e-06 -1.6425e-02 ,9.3445o+00

r -- r 10 kft 6.2272c-07 -1.5514e-04 -3.8156c+00

r -- rc 20 kft 2.3004c-07 3.11432e-04 --3.9730e+00

r - 30 kft -1.3319e.-07 3.2521e-04 -4.0197e+00

p-_
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Table A5.4 Full Order Outer Loop Lorn gtudinal Controller''erns
Terms High ýiConitroller L~ow -C (Cont~roller

K 3.2460e+0 1 1. 1662(!+0' 1

Z1-1.0000e+04' -1.0000e+0i

Z2-5.6966e+0 1 -7..,0 15o4( 0

z3 -. 9957eO01 -3.9997e-O1 -

Z4 -3.2275e+1 -9,1515+00+
z44_.__4T8.16705-+00-l. 14 15c+0 1-+ -9.1,515c0+€0-

_5__ jg.8q7 1+o0 is_. 8.7 e.

Z7- - . 14 15e+O0 - -4 .I'i5Ci ,i- 0 .
z_ _.897_ Ic+00 ,_7.:.__57_-_ 00)

-9.1025(i+00+ -4-T.56.•k,ý 00-)
•z7 • 7 .27 16 e-+ 00 .. "A. , 5 7 o, : O00

-9. 1025e+00- -5-525(w 1•-0.4Z8 .2 1 e -0 2-- .....

Z9-5.5028e+00+ -5.525 9cv 10-Z9 j5.3695e+00 j5.2!78c-.4-()-
-5.5028c+00- -5.559( F)7 I

ZlO j5.3695e+00

-8.99499e-0 1 -. J ,, +00(
Zil

Z12 -1.9290c400 -2 .22H;:, 1)

-1.O090C 1-02 1.0- ).(,()ct ,02

t P2 -5.6976e-+01 -7.Ho i:, ')I

P3 -5.4479c+01 .,;.. , 01

pzI -3.8398e4 (11 -:.9) I 1- (,- 1

P 5 -3 .2 13 1v + 0 1 1I:( 2 , :(

P6 -2.8024e+0 i -1. . ,,- )1 .....

P7 -2.1437c+0I -4.2_,_:_, _0()

P7__�_____j7. 1 2.!.i:3+00
-8.5408e+O0+ -4.2595o+{}0-

P8 ,8)iS6+.016( +O0 ,i7.12)93c +0
-8.5408e+00- -8.62:9e+0()0
j8.0166P+00

PIo .8.2418e+00 -3.6i-i 5:1,-()2

--7.2782e-02 - 1.2:,. 2 , 9 0()

P12 -8.8269e-01 -4.'1-( loIt (I,
S-1.9109c+( O-5.4 G;(G:,,( !

P13 __
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Table A5.5 Reduced-Order Outer Loop Lonpitudiral Controller Terms

CoefficientsJ Hi gh Controller Low Controller

K 1.1995e+02 1.2951e+02

-2.4180e+03 -6.0168e+02
-5.4039e+00+ -3.8407e+00+z2 j7.2572e+00 j6.2507e+00
-5.4039e+00- -3.8407e+00-

z3 j7.2572e+00 6.2507e+00j

-7.1836e+O1+ -5.9135e+01-
P1 j4.0476e+01 j5.1963e+01

S-7.1836e+01- -5.9135e+01+
P2 j4.0476e+01 j5.1963e+0I

P3 -7.2319e-02 -3.632 le-02

P4 -2.0509e+O1 -(.6426e+00
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Table A5.6 Full-Order Outer Loop Lateral/Directional Controlih-r ''.

Terms I numll numl2 n num21r L ,iTI... -

K (pi) 1.5684e+01 4.9687e-02 -1.2148e+02 7 2.30, 1 '0c -

SZI (P2) -5.0000e+04 -5.0000e+04 -5.0000e+04 -5.0.000. 02

-4.6906e+02 -3.8500e+03 -4.6906e+02 -4.6905.0-i,,,,'0 2,,
z ( -8.1594e+0I -.4.6906e+02 -8.0915e+01 "1."l.22.0. .. j-

z4l (P5) -8.0915e+01 -8.0015e+01 -8.1594e+01 -8.0915,-1 ') t'90-

"" (p6) -4.7416e+O1+ -3.1594e+01 -4.7331e+01+ -8.!51!. ±0 () i , I±
jl.9234e+01 jl.9169e+0I 0 " 1

z6 (p7) -4.7416e+01- -4.7271e+01+ -4.7331e+Oi- -4.7"i2 e:,- M " 1-Sjl.9234e+01 jl.8037e+01 j1.9169e+01i_2.02, , (•. 8

Z7 (P8) -4.7271e+01+ -4.7271e+01- -4.7271e+01+ -4.7-? o.;. - .. Oi .. I
J1.8037e+01 jl.8037e+0l jl.8037e+01 ,4p2', ... ,' V I' "01

z8 (P9) -4.7271e+01- -4.7849e+01+ -4.7271e+01- -4.727 k(WI 1, i , --
j1.8037e+f1 j2.0195e+01 jl.8037e+01 8i .0 8 '/-t i I 81

z9 (P10) -1.8854e+O1 -4.7849e+01- -1.5469e+01 -4.727.1c:' ,0-(J0..-1-
j2.0195e+01 0jl.80:t>O Wo u 1) ,, 0

Z10 (pli) -1.1416e+O1 -1.9301e+01 -5.5529e+00+ -1.494 +-'-0 .r, f
j7.1005e+00 . -0

z11 (P12) -4.2560e+00+ -5.0577e+00+ -5.5529e+00- -3.1100i''
j5.7923e+00 j6.5979e+00 j7.1005e+00 j..04!"k•c .W , G
-4.2560e+00- -5.0577e+00- -4.70 10e+00+ 3-. 0 00'2r)

_j5. 7 923e+00 j6.5979e+00 j3.5892e+00 00L0:!_.c (1 ... ,!:>•00
-4.8355e+0C4 -5.0731e+00+ -4.70 10e+00- ..443:e ', , :, ' (---)

j3.6809e+00 jl.0852e+00 J"5892e+00 J2..02.....

Z14 (P16) -4.8355e+00- -5.0731c+00- -6.8363e+00 4.44:1",( 0" -
j3.6809e+00 j 1.0852e+00 "j2.02...,'

z15 (P16) -5.7669e+00 -4.8788e+00 -2.3675c+00+ -5.9:) '.. )t1..
j2.5835e+00 0 )

z16 (P'17) -3.1217e+00 -3.1217e+00 -2.3675e+00*- 7, . .. -i
j2.5835e+00

z 17 (V 18) -3.1247e+00 -3.11604-00 -3. 122,-e+00( -8. •,2 , . ,8 0(

z18 (P 19) 3.3081e-01 -1.7925e+00 -3.1217e+00 3-. i-•2' W.. . -0 " j

z1," (1), -6.0353e-014 1 -. 8030e-02 -7.6581e-03 6fm0(2
-1.8030e-(,' -1.8279e-02 -1.8064e-02 -5.7550c 02 V. i'l 9.W -0

z21 ()22)l -1.7979e-02 -4.4855e-03 -5.7726e-02 -1 .7970,-.( • - 02
z2 -.(P22)--

z22. (P23) -5.7737e-02 -5.7682e-02 -5.7726c-02 -0. --'p"; (, 6 ,

z23 (P24) 1 -5.7726e-02 -5.7726e-02 -1.8030e-02 -I.80::- , 2
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Table A5.7 Reduced-Order Outer Loop Lateral/Directional Ccntroller ierias

Terms numll numl2 num21 [ numn22 den
.-) 66247e-01 -1.0744e-03 -5,1999e+00 8.4320e-03

zl (pl) -1.5580e+01+ 7.4783e+03 -1.6466e+01 -1.7658e+02 -5.368:ie+00+
i j4.9885e+00 j5.8269e+00

z2 (P2) -1.5580e+01- -1.8158e+01 -5.2682e+00+ -3.9919e+00+ -5.3683e+00-
j4.9885e+OG j7.8519e+00 j8.8339e+00 j5.8269e+00

z3 (PO -3.4145e+00+ -5.4242e+00+ -5.2682e +00- -3.9919e+-00- -5.2608e+00
j6.1475e+00 j5.8610e+00 j7.8519e+00 j8.8339e+00 j7.8938e+00

z4 (P4) -3.4145e+00- -5.4242e+00- -2.2273e+00+ -4.3893e+00+ -5.2608e+00-.
j6.1475e+00 j5.86 10e+00 j3.0615e+00 j2.1244e+00 j7.8938e+00

z5 (P) 3.3817e-01 -1.6278e+00 -2.2273e+00- -4.3893e+00- -4.4999e-03
j3,0615e+00 j2.1244e+00

Z6 (P6) -5.4958e-02 -5.2459-02 -5.2431e-02 -5.3326e-02 -7,6457e-03

z7 (P7) -6.0643e-04 -2.5573e-02 -2.5330e-02 -2.4672e-02 -2,5310e-02

Z8 (P8) -2.4413e-02 -4.484le-03 -7.6325e-03 -6.6453e-03 -5,2293e-02
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This document provides theory and examples for a design methodology for manual

flight control system design. The inner/outer loop structure gives a versatile

framework for the application of advanced multivariable control theory to aircraft

control problems. The engineer has the freedom to choose any method which

achieves the design goals. This freedom is demonstrated in the successful application

of three different inner loop equalization approaches in the VISTA F-16 and

supermaneuverable vehicle design examples. This framework is also versatile enough

to include a broad range of design specific issues such as the management of

redundant control effectors, flying qualities requirements, modeling uncertainties, and

nonlinearities.

While the design examples presented in this document illustrate a broad range of

design issues, they still do not represent flight ready control laws. Issues not

addressed in this study that are worthy of further attention include: turbulence

responses, sensor noise, changing inertial properties due to difibrent loadings and fuel

burn, redundancy, and the details of pilot interfaces. Continuing work will focus on a

dynamic inversion approach to inner loop design which includes inertial coupling and

high order terms. High angle of attack and post-stall control will be studied for the

supermaneuverable vehicle with thrust vectoring and the F-16 with vortex control.
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